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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive census of the stellar content of the OB associations within 1 kpc from the Sun is presented, based on
Hipparcos positions, proper motions, and parallaxes. It is a key part of a long-term project to study the formation,
structure, and evolution of nearby young stellar groups and related star-forming regions.

OB associations are unbound `moving groups', which can be detected kinematically because of their small internal
velocity dispersion. The nearby associations have a large extent on the sky, which traditionally has limited astrometric
membership determination to bright stars (V �

< 6m), with spectral types earlier than �B5. The Hipparcos measurements
allow a major improvement in this situation. Moving groups are identi�ed in the Hipparcos Catalogue by combining
de Bruijne's refurbished convergent point method with the `Spaghetti method' of Hoogerwerf & Aguilar. Astrometric
members are listed for 12 young stellar groups, out to a distance of �650 pc. These are the 3 subgroups Upper Scorpius,
Upper Centaurus Lupus and Lower Centaurus Crux of Sco OB2, as well as Vel OB2, Tr 10, Col 121, Per OB2, � Persei
(Per OB3), Cas{Tau, Lac OB1, Cep OB2, and a new group in Cepheus, designated as Cep OB6. The selection procedure
corrects the list of previously known astrometric and photometric B- and A-type members in these groups, and identi�es
many new members, including a signi�cant number of F stars, as well as evolved stars, e.g., the Wolf{Rayet stars 2 Vel
(WR11) in Vel OB2 and EZ CMa (WR6) in Col 121, and the classical Cepheid � Cep in Cep OB6. Membership
probabilities are given for all selected stars. Monte Carlo simulations are used to estimate the expected number of
interloper �eld stars. In the nearest associations, notably in Sco OB2, the later-type members include T Tauri objects
and other stars in the �nal pre-main sequence phase. This provides a �rm link between the classical high-mass stellar
content and ongoing low-mass star formation. Detailed studies of these 12 groups, and their relation to the surrounding
interstellar medium, will be presented elsewhere.

Astrometric evidence for moving groups in the �elds of R CrA, CMa OB1, Mon OB1, Ori OB1, Cam OB1, Cep OB3,
Cep OB4, Cyg OB4, Cyg OB7, and Sct OB2, is inconclusive. OB associations do exist in many of these regions, but
they are either at distances beyond �500 pc where the Hipparcos parallaxes are of limited use, or they have unfavorable
kinematics, so that the group proper motion does not distinguish it from the �eld stars in the Galactic disk.

The mean distances of the well-established groups are systematically smaller than the pre-Hipparcos photometric
estimates. While part of this may be caused by the improved membership lists, a recalibration of the upper main
sequence in the Hertzsprung{Russell diagram may be called for. The mean motions display a systematic pattern, which
is discussed in relation to the Gould Belt.

Six of the 12 detected moving groups do not appear in the classical list of nearby OB associations. This is sometimes
caused by the absence of O stars, but in other cases a previously known open cluster turns out to be (part of) an extended
OB association. The number of unbound young stellar groups in the Solar neighbourhood may be signi�cantly larger
than thought previously.

1Based on data from the Hipparcos astrometry satellite.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ever since spectral classi�cations for the bright stars be-
came available, and in particular with the publication of
Cannon and Pickering's monumental Henry Draper Cat-
alog of stellar spectra in 1918{1924, it has been evident
that O and B stars are not distributed randomly on the
sky | and hence not uniformly among the stellar popu-
lation of the Galaxy | but instead are concentrated in
loose groups. This inspired research on their individual
properties, and on their motions and space distribution.
Studies of the stellar content, the internal velocity distri-
bution, and the common motion of the group members
with respect to the ambient stellar population naturally
relied on the capability of identifying the stars belong-
ing to the group, their `members'. Among extensive early
investigations along these lines in the wake of work on
`moving groups' and compact stellar clusters (summarized
in Eddington 1914), we note Kapteyn's (1914, 1918) work
on `the brighter Galactic helium stars' | i.e., the B stars
| and the work by Rasmuson (1921, 1927). Among the
early investigations of the space distribution we note in
particular the comprehensive work by Pannekoek (1929),
carried out at the time of the breakthrough of the mod-
ern concept of the Galaxy as an isolated, rotating system.
Pannekoek's summarizing table 15 lists 37 groups of B
stars, among which several, called by him `Lacerta', `Cep
I', `Cep II', `� Pers', `Lupus', `Scorpio', and others, may
be considered as `forerunners' of the objects of modern re-
search. His diagram of the groups of B stars, projected
on the Galactic plane (loc. cit. p. 65) is a remarkable fore-
shadow of some of the �gures presented in this paper. In
the early 1950s the work of W.W. Morgan and collabora-
tors provided the �rst identi�cation of the Galactic spiral
structure in the distribution of stellar `aggregates' (Mor-
gan, Sharpless & Osterbrock 1952a, b; Morgan, Whitford
& Code 1953). Herschel (1847) and Gould (1874) had al-
ready noticed that the brightest stars are not distributed
symmetrically with respect to the plane of the Milky Way,
but seemed to form a belt that is inclined �18� to it. This
became known as the Gould Belt, and was subsequently
found to be associated with a signi�cant amount of inter-
stellar material (Lindblad 1967; Sandqvist, Tomboulides
& Lindblad 1988; P�oppel 1997).

Ambartsumian (1947) introduced the term `associa-
tion' for the groups of OB stars; he pointed out that their
stellar mass density is usually less than 0.1 M� pc�3. Bok
(1934) had already shown that such low-density stellar
groups are unstable against Galactic tidal forces, so that
OB associations must be young (Ambartsumian 1949), a
conclusion supported later by the ages derived from color-
magnitude diagrams. This is in harmony with the fact that
these groups are usually located in or near star-forming
regions, and hence are prime sites for the study of star
formation processes and of the interaction of early-type
stars with the interstellar medium (see e.g., Blaauw 1964a,
1991 for reviews). Ruprecht (1966) compiled a list of OB

associations, with �eld boundaries, bright members, and
distance. He introduced a consistent nomenclature, ap-
proved by the IAU, which we adopt here. Ruprecht's list
is based on the massive `Catalogue of Star Clusters and
Associations', put together by him and his group, and
maintained for many years (Alter, Ruprecht & Van�ysek
1970; Ruprecht, Bal�azs & White 1981).

Detailed knowledge of the stellar content, structure,
and kinematics of OB associations allows us to address
fundamental questions on the formation of stars. What is
the initial mass function? What are the characteristics of
the binary population? What is the star formation rate
and e�ciency? Do all stars in a group form at the same
time? What causes the distinction between the formation
of bound open clusters and unbound associations? What
is the connection between the stellar content of associa-
tions and the energetics and dynamical evolution of the
surrounding interstellar medium? What are the proper-
ties of the ensemble of OB associations, and how do these
relate to the structure and evolution of the Galaxy? An-
swers to these questions are essential for the interpretation
of observations of extragalactic star-forming regions and
starburst galaxies.

Although OB associations are unbound, their veloc-
ity dispersions are only a few km s�1 (e.g., Mathieu 1986;
Tian et al. 1996), and so they form coherent structures in
velocity space. The common space motion relative to the
Sun is perceived as a convergence of the proper motions
of the members towards a single point on the sky (e.g.,
Blaauw 1946; Bertiau 1958). This can be used to establish
membership based on measurements of proper motions.
Whereas many such astrometric membership studies have
been carried out for open clusters (e.g., van Leeuwen 1985,
1994; van Altena et al. 1993; Robichon et al. 1997), there
are few such studies for nearby OB associations because
these generally cover tens to hundreds of square degrees

on the sky. Ground-based proper motion studies therefore
almost invariably have been con�ned to modest samples of
bright stars (V �

< 6m) in fundamental catalogs, or to small
areas covered by a single photographic plate. Photomet-
ric studies extended membership to later spectral types
(e.g., Warren & Hesser 1977a, b, 1978), but are less re-
liable due to, e.g., undetected duplicity, or the distance
spread within an association. As a result, membership
for many associations has previously been determined un-
ambiguously only for spectral types earlier than B5 (e.g.,
Blaauw 1964a, 1991). Although this covers the important
upper main-sequence turno� region, it is not known what
the lower mass limit is of the stars that belong to the
association, so that our knowledge of these young stellar
groups has remained rather limited.

The Hipparcos Catalogue (ESA 1997) contains accu-
rate positions, proper motions, and trigonometric paral-
laxes, which are all tied to the same global reference sys-
tem (ICRS: see ESA 1997, Vol. 1 x1.2.2). This makes
these measurements ideally suited for the identi�cation
of astrometric members of the nearby OB associations,
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with greater reliability, and to much fainter magnitudes
than accessible previously. Accordingly, the SPECTER con-
sortium was formed in Leiden in 1982, which successfully
proposed the observation by Hipparcos of candidate mem-
bers of nearby OB associations. An extensive program of
ground-based observations was carried out in anticipation
of the release of the Hipparcos data (for a summary, see de
Zeeuw, Brown & Verschueren 1994; x2.3). Here we present
the results of our census of the nearby associations based
on the Hipparcos measurements.

We have developed a new procedure to identify mov-
ing groups in the Hipparcos Catalogue in an objective and
reliable way. It combines a refurbished convergent point
method (de Bruijne 1998) and the so-called `Spaghetti
method' of Hoogerwerf & Aguilar (1998), and in this way
signi�cantly reduces the number of misidenti�cations. We
have estimated the remaining number of interlopers by
means of Monte Carlo simulations. The Hipparcos mea-
surements are most valuable for the nearest associations.
The individual parallaxes have typical errors of �1 mas,
and hence are of little value beyond �500 pc. However,
the proper motions can be quite signi�cant to much larger
distances. For this reason we apply our procedure to �elds
centered on the known associations and suspected groups
at pre-Hipparcos estimated distances of less than 1 kpc
from the Sun.

This paper is organized as follows. In x2 we summarize
the original selection of �elds, and the resulting Hippar-
cos sample, and in x3 we describe our member selection
procedure. Then we discuss the results for each of the
�elds, starting with the Scorpio{Centaurus{Lupus{Crux
complex in x4. x5 is devoted to the Vela region. In x6

we discuss Canis Major, Monoceros, and Orion. Then fol-
low Taurus, Perseus, Cassiopeia, and Camelopardalis (x7),
and Lacerta, Cepheus, Cygnus, and Scutum (x8). In x9 we
derive mean distances and motions for the nearby associ-
ations. We summarize our overall conclusions in x10, and
also outline the next steps. Appendices give details of
the member selection, of pitfalls in the determination of
mean distances, and lists of association members. The se-
lection procedure for the Scorpio{Centaurus{Lupus{Crux
complex (x4) is described in detail. It provides an exam-
ple of how we have analysed the other �elds, for which we
restrict ourselves to a concise description of the pre- and
post-Hipparcos results.

Preliminary results of this census were reported in de
Bruijne et al. (1997), Hoogerwerf et al. (1997) and de
Zeeuw et al. (1997). These are superseded by the results
presented here. Detailed studies of the physical properties
of the stars in the nearby OB associations will be presented
elsewhere.

Figure 1: Pre-Hipparcos locations of the OB associations

within �1.5 kpc, projected onto the Galactic plane, as listed

by Ruprecht (1966). The Sun is at the center of the dashed

lines which give the principal directions in Galactic longi-

tude, `. The size of the circles represents the projected di-

mension of the associations, enlarged by a factor 2 with re-

spect to the distance scale. The size of the central dots in-

dicates the degree of current or recent star formation activ-

ity, as given by the number N of stars more luminous than

absolute magnitude MV��5
m (Humphreys 1978). Associa-

tions discussed in this paper which are absent from Ruprecht's

list are represented as open circles: Scorpius OB2 subgroups 3

and 4 (Blaauw 1946); Vela OB2 (Brandt et al. 1971); Trum-

pler 10 (Lyng�a 1959, 1962); Collinder 121 (Feinstein 1967);

Cassiopeia{Taurus (Blaauw 1956); Cepheus OB4 (MacConnell

1968); R Corona Australis (Marraco & Rydgren 1981). The

distribution of small dots indicates the Gould Belt (x9.2). Fig-

ure 29 presents the post-Hipparcos map of the nearby OB as-

sociations.

2. THE NEARBY OB ASSOCIATIONS

2.1. The Solar neighbourhood

Properties of the OB associations within 1.5 kpc from
the Sun were reviewed by Blaauw (1964a, 1991). Fig-
ure 1 shows the pre-Hipparcos locations of these associa-
tions, as given in the o�cial IAU list (Ruprecht 1966). It
also includes a few associations and subgroups discussed
here, but absent from Ruprecht's list. The large variety
in stellar content, projected dimension, clumpiness, age,
and connection to the interstellar medium introduces bi-
ases in the identi�cation of the associations. For exam-
ple, associations containing several luminous supergiants
can be detected out to several kpc (e.g., Cep OB1 in
x8.2; Humphreys 1978; Garmany & Stencel 1992), whereas
associations without such stars can easily escape atten-
tion. Ruprecht's list is based on Ambartsumian's de�ni-
tion which requires the presence of O stars and an open
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cluster as `nucleus' (e.g., Alter et al. 1970). As a result the
list is incomplete, e.g., two of the subgroups of Sco OB2
are not included (x4). Many of the groups in Figure 1 are
associated with concentrations of molecular material (e.g.,
Dame et al. 1987). Most associations within 500 pc from
the Sun belong to the Gould Belt system (x9.2).

2.2. Hipparcos Proposal 141

When the call for proposals for the Hipparcos mission was
released in 1982, the pre-launch speci�cations indicated
absolute proper motions and parallaxes with 1� accura-
cies of 1.5{2 mas (yr�1), a limiting magnitude of V�11m,
and a total mean stellar density of about 3 stars per square
degree. This clearly promised a major step forward in the
study of the nearby OB associations. Accordingly, the
SPECTER consortium submitted a proposal to ESA to in-
clude in the Hipparcos Input Catalogue candidate mem-
bers of the known OB associations (or subgroups) out to
a distance of 1 kpc. We took generous boundaries around
the known locations. Table 1 lists the associations, gives
their pre-Hipparcos distance Dclas, the �eld boundaries
in Galactic coordinates (`; b), and the proposed number
Nprop of candidate members per association or subgroup.

We selected all O and B stars from the Catalogue of
Stellar Identi�cations (CSI: Jung & Bischo� 1971) within
the assocation boundaries, as well as later-type stars within
certain magnitude limits de�ned by the (pre-Hipparcos)
distances of the associations, so as to exclude foreground
and background stars. This resulted in 13961 candidate
member stars. We divided this sample initially into three
categories. Priority 1 contained stars of spectral type O
and B and stars that were considered as established or
probable members of the associations based on proper mo-
tion, radial velocity or photometric work by previous au-
thors. The remaining stars were divided into two nearly
equal groups, by assigning them priority 2 or 3 depending
on whether their CSI number is odd or even. We took this
seemingly peculiar step because the number density of our
proposed objects was uncomfortably close to the limit of
3 per square degree. We therefore suggested to the Input
Consortium that in order to satisfy the constraint on the
number density of objects, while preserving the statistical
completeness of our sample, all priority 3 stars could be
dropped, if necessary.

The SPECTER proposal was approved as number 141,
with the comment that for groups beyond 600 pc the par-
allax measurements would not be very signi�cant, and that
| as we had expected | the number density of the fainter
proposed stars was larger than was possible to accept for
the Hipparcos Input Catalogue. This resulted in the in-
clusion of 9150 of our candidate members in the Hipparcos
Input Catalogue (Turon et al. 1992), amongst which were
nearly all the priority 1 stars. Table 1 lists the number
NHIC of the originally proposed stars that were accepted
per �eld, together with the total number NHIP of stars
observed by Hipparcos in the same �eld.

Table 1. The nearby OB associations

Name Dclas `
�

`+ b
�

b+ Nprop NHIC NHIP

Sco OB2 1 170 330 3 �19 7 2522 1650 3320

Sco OB2 2? 160 337 3 7 32 1233 908 1796

Sco OB2 3? 170 313 337 5 31 1737 1202 2215

Sco OB2 4? 160 292 313 �10 16 1531 1161 2787

Sco OB2 5 170 273 292 �20 5 1337 973 2225

Col 121 630 222 244 �15 �3 562 424 1001

Ori OB1 500 197 215 �26 �12 1318 750 968

Mon OB1 715 201 205 �3 3 86 46 94

Per OB2 400 156 164 �22 �13 207 130 218

� Persei? 170 140 155 �11 �3 619 361 517

Cam OB1 900 130 153 �3 8 862 320 919

Cep OB4 845 116 120 3 7 46 18 60

Cep OB3 960 108 113 1 7 169 97 157

Cep OB2 700 96 108 �1 12 651 345 676

Lac OB1 600 94 107 �19 �7 561 344 709

Cyg OB7 740 84 96 �5 9 249 181 680

Cyg OB4 1000 81 85 �9 �6 15 10 51

Sct OB2 730 20 26 �3 2 45 28 82

Cas{Tau?? 140 all sky 49 49

Runaways all sky 162 153

Total 13961 9150 18475

Note. | Pre-Hipparcos distance estimate Dclas (from Ruprecht 1966;

Sco OB2 1, 2 3, 2 4, and 2 5 from Blaauw 1946; Col 121 from Feinstein

1967; Cep OB4 from MacConnell 1968; Cas{Tau from Blaauw 1956), �eld

boundaries in Galactic coordinates (`; b), and number Nprop of candidate

members proposed for observation with Hipparcos in 1982. NHIC is the

number of candidates accepted for inclusion in the Hipparcos Input Catalogue.

NHIP is the total number of stars in the Hipparcos Catalogue within the �eld

boundaries. Some of the �elds contain more than one association. In this paper,

we also study �elds in Corona Australis (x4.6) and in Vela (x5). ?Sco OB2 2:

Upper Scorpius (US); Sco OB2 3: Upper Centaurus Lupus (UCL); Sco OB2 4:

Lower Centaurus Crux (LCC); � Persei: Per OB3. ??Ruprecht lists Cas{Tau

as a semi-doubtful association, and gives a distance of 1400 pc.

Even though we had distinguished priority 2 and 3
stars to allow cutting of the sample by a factor 2 in a sta-
tistically unbiased way, the �nal selection turned out to
contain both, so that statistical inferences, especially for
stars fainter than the completeness limit, should be made
with care. For example, in some areas the inclusion of
many B-type stars resulted in a bias against stars of type
A and later, so as to stay within the limits on number
density (Figure 2).

We reproposed our program in 1992, and took the op-
portunity to modify the �eld boundaries slightly, and to
include the groups R CrA and Vel OB2. The preliminary
results of our census, reported in de Bruijne et al. (1997),
Hoogerwerf et al. (1997), and de Zeeuw et al. (1997), are
based on the resulting sample of 12842 stars, made avail-
able to us in late 1996. During this investigation it became
clear that in some cases the associations seemed to `spill
over' the previously chosen boundaries in `, b, and V . Now
that the entire Hipparcos Catalogue is available, we can in-
vestigate the full set of stars in the association �elds, and
also study the surrounding areas, and we do so here.

The Hipparcos Catalogue also includes 153 of our origi-
nal 162 proposed candidate runaway OB stars. The study
of these stars is of interest for the question of their ori-
gin: supernova explosions in high-mass binaries, or dy-
namical ejection, or both (Blaauw 1961, 1993; Poveda,
Ruiz & Allen 1967). We are in the process of retracing
the three-dimensional paths of the runaways and the OB
associations in the Galactic potential in order to identify
the parent associations, and the age of the runaways. This
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Figure 2: An example of selection e�ects in the Hipparcos

Catalogue. The four panels show all stars in the �eld 255��

`� 270� and �16�� b��1� in Vela (x5.1) with V > 7m and

spectral types O and B (top left; 277 stars), A (top right; 93

stars), F (bottom left; 62 stars), and G (bottom right; 153

stars). The relative shortage of A, F, and G stars is caused

by the large numbers of B stars that were included, combined

with the requirement that the mean number density does not

exceed about 3 per square degree.

is also of considerable interest for studies of high-mass bi-
nary evolution (van Rensbergen, Vanbeveren & de Loore
1996) and of high-mass X-ray binaries (Kaper et al. 1997).
We will report on this investigation elsewhere.

2.3. Photometry

The SPECTER consortium carried out extensive photomet-
ric observations of the southern associations between 1982
and 1989, with the Walraven VBLUW photometer on the
91cm Dutch telescope at ESO (Lub & Pel 1977). As the
total number of originally proposed candidate stars in the
southern �elds approached 10 000, we concentrated on the
priority 1 and 2 stars as de�ned in Proposal 141, and ob-
tained VBLUW measurements for a total of 5260 objects
(de Geus, Lub & van der Grift 1990). A preliminary anal-
ysis for the priority 1 stars in Sco OB2 and in Ori OB1 was
reported by de Geus, de Zeeuw & Lub (1989) and Brown,
de Geus & de Zeeuw (1994), respectively.

The �nal set of candidates included in the Hipparcos
Input Catalogue is a mix of our original priority 2 and 3
objects (x2.2). By the time this was known our Walraven
program was concluded, so that we do not have VBLUW
photometry for the entire sample. The Walraven photome-
ter was retired before the release of the Hipparcos Input
Catalogue. Our member selection should not favor stars of
either priority, so the VBLUW photometry is incomplete
also for the �nally selected member stars. Published uvby�

and UBV photometry is incomplete as well (Hauck & Mer-

milliod 1990; Mermilliod & Mermilliod 1994). Here we will
therefore generally restrict ourselves to the V and B�V

values listed in the Hipparcos Catalogue. We are taking
steps to obtain homogeneous intermediate band photom-
etry for all the associations.

3. SELECTION METHOD

The stars in an OB association have nearly identical space
motions, and can be recognized as a coherent structure in
velocity space. We identify the members of these mov-
ing groups by using Hipparcos positions, proper motions
and parallaxes. We do this by combining two member
selection methods. One is a modi�cation of the classi-
cal convergent point method, outlined in x3.1. The other
method is new, and we summarize it in x3.2. Then we de-
scribe the selection procedure and membership de�nition
(x3.3), and discuss how we estimate the contamination by
�eld stars (referred to as interlopers, x3.4), the problems
caused by marginally resolved long-period binaries (x3.5),
the derivation of mean distances (x3.6), and the prospects
for resolving the internal structure and motions (x3.7).

3.1. Convergent point method

The common space motion of stars in a moving group re-
sults in converging proper motions on the sky. We employ
a modern implementation of a classical convergent point
method (Brown 1950; Jones 1971), which uses the Hippar-
cos positions and proper motions, but not the parallaxes.
The method is described and tested in full by de Bruijne
(1998). We �rst summarize the classical method, and then
describe the main modi�cations.

The classical convergent point method considers a set
of stars j at positions (`; b)j , with proper motions (�` cos b;

�b)j , and errors (��` cos b; ��b)j . The �rst step is to discard
stars with insigni�cant proper motions, i.e., with

t �
�

��
�

p
�2` cos

2 b+ �b2q
�2�` cos b + �2�b

� tmin; (1)

where tmin was typically chosen to be equal to 3{5 (Jones
1971). The next step is to search for the maximum likeli-
hood coordinates (`; b)cp of the convergent point by mini-
mizing

�2 =

NX
j=1

t2
?j ; (2)

where N is the number of stars in the sample, and t?j is
the value for star j of the quantity t?, de�ned as

t? � �?=�?: (3)

Here �? is the component of the proper motion perpen-
dicular to the direction towards the convergent point, and
�? is its measurement error.
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In case of a common space motion, the proper motion
vectors will be directed towards the convergent point, so
that for all moving group members the expectation value
for �? equals 0. The sum (2) is distributed as �2 withN�2
degrees of freedom. If, after minimization with respect to
(`; b)cp, the value of �

2 is unacceptably high, the star with
the highest value of �?=�? is rejected, after which mini-
mization is repeated until a satisfactory value of �2 is ob-
tained. Subsequently, all non-rejected stars are identi�ed
as members. This procedure allows for simultaneous con-
vergent point determination and member selection, and
has been applied with success to, e.g., the Hyades (van
Bueren 1952; Perryman et al. 1998), and Sco OB2 (Jones
1971).

De Bruijne's (1998) modi�cation of the convergent
point method consists of three steps. First, unlike pre-
vious astrometric catalogs, the Hipparcos Catalogue gives
the full covariance matrix for the measured astrometric
parameters. It is therefore possible to include the full er-
ror propagation. Second, even for in�nitely accurate mea-
surements, moving group members would not have proper
motions directed exactly towards the convergent point be-
cause of the intrinsic velocity dispersion in the group. As a
result, selecting only stars with t? = 0 will not identify all
members. For this reason de�nition (3) of t? is changed
to

t? �
�?q

�?2 + �?int
2

; (4)

where �?int is an estimate of the intrinsic one-dimensional
velocity dispersion in the group, expressed in proper mo-
tion units. Accordingly, the de�nition (1) of t is changed
to

t �
�q

��2 + �?int
2
: (5)

Third, the current workstations are powerful enough to
drop the classical approach of evaluating the sum (2) on
a grid. In order to �nd the maximum likelihood conver-
gent point, a global, direct minimization routine can be
applied. De Bruijne (1998) de�nes a membership proba-
bility pcp as pcp = 1 � p, where p is the probability that
the perpendicular component of the proper motion has a
value di�erent from zero, given the covariance matrix. He
shows that

pcp = exp(�t2
?
=2): (6)

The above procedure is biased towards inclusion of stars at
larger distances. It selects members based on the absolute
value of t?, which is a function of distance: nearby stars
generally have large proper motions, and are more likely to
be rejected than those at larger distances, which generally
have smaller proper motions. Our combined member se-
lection method (x3.3; Figure 4) e�ectively deals with this
bias.
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Figure 3: The �ve astrometric parameters of a star measured

by Hipparcos de�ne an elliptical cylinder in velocity space. The

o�set from the origin is determined by the tangential velocity,

which follows from the proper motion and the parallax; the

orientation is set by the direction of the radial velocity (i.e., by

the position on the sky). The �nite thickness of the cylinder is

caused by the measurement errors. All cylinders of stars in a

moving group intersect. U , V , and W are the velocity compo-

nents in standard Galactic Cartesian coordinates: U is directed

towards the Galactic center, V in the direction of Galactic ro-

tation, and W towards the north Galactic pole.

3.2. Spaghetti method

In order to make optimal use of the Hipparcos data, we also
apply a kinematic member selection method developed by
Hoogerwerf & Aguilar (1998, hereafter HA), which uses,
besides positions and proper motions, also parallaxes. We
briey summarize the main steps.

The Hipparcos measurements constrain a star to lie on
a straight line in velocity space: the proper motion and
parallax determine the o�set from the origin (tangential
velocity), while the sky position of the star determines
its direction (cf. Figure 3). The covariance matrix of the
astrometric parameters transforms this line into a proba-
bility distribution in velocity space, which HA describe as
a two-dimensional Gaussian. Surfaces of equal probabil-
ity are elliptic cylinders. HA denote these as `spaghetti'.
The cylinders of a set of stars with the same space mo-
tion all intersect in one point. Thus, HA identify moving
groups by searching for maxima in the density of cylin-
ders in velocity space. This `spaghetti density' in velocity
space is simply the sum over all stars in the sample of the
individual probability distributions.

Measurement of the stellar radial velocities would re-
duce each elliptic cylinder to an ellipsoidal probability dis-
tribution in velocity space. In practice, high-quality radial
velocities are available only for a small subset of the stars
in our sample, and we therefore decided not to use them
in the member selection.

In case of in�nitely accurate astrometric measurements,
moving group members would not necessarily have cylin-
ders coinciding exactly at the space motion of the group
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because of the intrinsic velocity dispersion in the group.
This broadens the associated peak in velocity space. Mea-
surement errors broaden it further. HA therefore place a
sphere at the position of this peak, with a radius �sp given
by

�2sp = �2med + �2int; (7)

where �med is an estimate of the typical error in tangen-
tial velocity for a star at the distance of the moving group,
taken as the median value of the semi-major axis length of
the 1� cylinders of all stars in the range of distances where
moving group members can be expected (Appendix A),
and �int is an estimate of the one-dimensional velocity dis-
persion in the moving group. At a given distanceD in kpc,
�int and �?int (eq. 4) are related through �int = A�?intD,
where A = 4:74 km yr s�1 and �int is in units of mas yr�1.

HA compute for each star the integral of its probabil-
ity distribution over three-dimensional velocity space re-
stricted to the volume of the sphere with radius �sp de�ned
in eq. (7), and denote this quantity by S. All stars with
S larger than a certain cuto� Smin = 0:1 are accepted as
members. This value is based on extensive Monte Carlo
simulations of associations, described in HA. S cannot be
interpreted as a simple probability as it depends on dis-
tance. Stars with small parallaxes, at the far side of a
group, will have smaller values of S than those with large
parallaxes at the near side, because the error in tangen-
tial velocity, i.e., the thickness of the cylinder, depends on
parallax.

3.3. Combined method and search strategy

We combine the results of the two methods described above
to de�ne our membership list: we consider as secure mem-
bers those stars that are selected by both methods. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates the power of this combined approach. The
left panel shows the secure members for Vel OB2 (x5.1).

Both the proper motions and parallaxes show a coherent
structure con�rming Vel OB2 as a physical group. The
additional stars selected by the Spaghetti method only
(middle panel) have parallaxes in the same range as those
of the secure members. These stars are rejected by the
convergent point method because the proper motions are
inconsistent with the convergent point, even though the
tangential velocities used by the Spaghetti method are
consistent with that of the group within the errors. This
occurs because the errors on the tangential velocity com-
ponents include the parallax error, which dominates for
the more distant groups like Vel OB2. The fraction of
such rejected Spaghetti members drops to a few per cent
in the nearest associations. In turn, some of the stars se-
lected by the convergent point method are rejected by the
Spaghetti method because the corresponding tangential
velocities are inconsistent with the cluster motion, even
though the proper motions are consistent with the conver-
gent point. These stars have deviating parallaxes (right
panel); the convergent point method is clearly biased to-
wards selecting stars with small parallaxes (x3.1).

Many radial velocity and proper motion studies of mov-
ing groups have been carried out for open and globular
clusters (e.g., van Leeuwen 1994; Cudworth 1998). These
systems are centrally concentrated and gravitationally
bound, have small internal velocity dispersions �int (less
than 1 km s�1 for most open clusters), and a �nite ra-
dius set by the Galactic tidal �eld. As a result, kine-
matic membership is well-de�ned: in practice all stars
that have velocities within 3�int of the mean motion are
considered members. It is sometimes possible to identify
`fellow-travelers', which at one time may have belonged to
the cluster, but have spilled over the tidal radius relatively
recently (e.g., Grillmair et al. 1995; Perryman et al. 1998).

By contrast, OB associations are low-density dispersed
stellar groups which have formed recently, but are un-
bound. The dispersion in stellar velocities is at most a
few km s�1 (Mathieu 1986; Tian et al. 1996), but the
velocity distribution may have substructure: there may
be subgroups with signi�cantly smaller dispersions and/or
slightly di�erent space velocities. The overall space mo-
tion can be detected kinematically, but the de�nition of
membership is less well-de�ned, as it is not clear a priori

what should be taken as �int in eqs (4), (5), and (7). A
value that is too large will result in the inclusion of many
interloper �eld stars. A value that is too small may well
exclude many of the stars that were formed at the same
time, and in the same region. We take �int to be 3 km s�1.
This value is somewhat larger than the expected velocity
dispersion in the OB associations, and hence it reduces the
number of genuine members that is discarded by our se-
lection procedure (but see x3.5). Monte Carlo simulations
show that a choice for �int consistent with the modeled
intrinsic velocity dispersion will typically miss less than
�10 per cent of the members (de Bruijne 1998; Hooger-
werf & Aguilar 1998). If we used the convergent point
or the Spaghetti method separately, this high reliability
would come at the price of an increased number of inter-
lopers. We rely on the combination of the two methods to
minimize the number of accidental interlopers (Figure 4).

It is di�cult to de�ne a membership probability for
stars selected by the Spaghetti method (x3.2). We there-
fore use P = pcp de�ned in eq. (6) as membership prob-
ability for the stars selected by the combined method. In
view of the above, this probability should be interpreted
with care.

The Hipparcos Catalogue is essentially complete to V =
7:m3{9:m0, depending on Galactic latitude and spectral type.
A few binaries and stars in crowded �elds brighter than
this limit are missing. It follows that many genuine as-
sociation members do not appear in the Catalogue, espe-
cially for later spectral types and/or associations at large
distances. Therefore, we decided on a search strategy in
which we identify the association among the early-type
stars in the Hipparcos Catalogue. This provides the com-
mon motion. We then �nd the association members among
the later spectral types by selecting those stars that are
consistent with the motion of the secure early-type mem-
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Figure 4: Left: positions and proper motions (bottom) and parallaxes (top) for the 93 secure members of Vela OB2 (x5.1), selected

by the convergent point method and the Spaghetti method. Middle: same diagram for 41 additional stars selected by the Spaghetti

method only. The directions of the proper motions di�er considerably from those in the left panel. The group of comoving stars

around (`; b)�(264:�5;�8:�5) consists of members of NGC2547. Right: same diagram for 37 other stars selected by the convergent

point method only. The proper motions are parallel to those in the left panel, but the parallaxes di�er considerably, with most of

them being signi�cantly smaller. Two stars move in the opposite direction. The vertical bar in the left top panel corresponds to

the average �1� parallax range for the stars shown.

bers. The full procedure is described step-by-step in Ap-
pendix A.

3.4. Contamination by �eld stars

Our kinematic selection method will accept some �eld stars
as association members. Here we describe our method for
estimating the expected number of these interlopers.

3.4.1. Principles

We consider a speci�c association, select all entries from
the Hipparcos Catalogue within the chosen �eld bound-
aries (Table A1), and optionally (see x3.4.2) delete the
entries corresponding to the secure members. Next, we
delete all proper motions. Then we replace these by syn-
thetic values, consistent with the �eld star distribution in
the Solar neighbourhood. We draw these randomly from
the kinematic model of the Galactic disk derived from the
Hipparcos Catalogue by Dehnen & Binney (1998). By con-
struction, the magnitude, parallax, position, and spectral-
type distribution are reproduced consistent with those in
the Hipparcos Catalogue. We then apply our selection pro-
cedure to 100 of these Monte Carlo realisations in the same
manner as for the corresponding association, to search for
comoving stars at the known space motion of the group.
The resulting median number of comoving stars is an esti-
mate of the expected number of interlopers. We summa-
rize the results in Table A2.

3.4.2. Removal of secure members?

A non-trivial aspect is whether or not to remove the se-
cure members from the �eld before performing the inter-
loper analysis. Either option leads to systematic errors.
Two facts are important: (i) the ratio of the number of
association members and the number of �eld stars in the
Hipparcos Catalogue decreases strongly from spectral type
O to M; and (ii) the ratio of the number of association
members observed by Hipparcos and the total number of
association members is a function of distance, and strongly
decreases towards later spectral types due to the complete-
ness limit of the Catalogue.

Removing the secure members, including a number of
interlopers, from a sample leads to an underestimate of
the expected number of interlopers because the analysis
takes into account too few stars. Not removing the se-
cure members leads to an overestimate of the expected
number of interlopers because the analysis takes into ac-
count too many stars, namely the �eld stars and the gen-
uine association members. In both cases, the systematic
under/overestimate is signi�cant for the earliest spectral
types, and unimportant beyond spectral type A{F; the
precise transition depends on the distance of the associ-
ation. If one assumes that the stars in our membership
lists are primarily genuine association members, the op-
tion leading to the smallest systematic errors is to remove
the secure members before performing the analysis. Ta-
ble A2 presents the results for both options.
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3.4.3. The B�V versus age degeneracy

The velocity distribution in the Galactic disk is a function
of stellar age. Dehnen & Binney (1998) used the B�V color
listed in the Hipparcos Catalogue as a simple age indicator
for main-sequence stars. Our simulations accordingly use
the B�V color of each star to assign it the appropriate
proper motion. However, for giants and supergiants, age
and B�V are not uniquely related. Assignment of kine-
matics to stars based on B�V color without regard to lu-
minosity class gives `old' kinematics to relatively young gi-
ants and supergiants, leading to systematic e�ects. OB as-
sociations generally have small space motions relative to
the Sun, and are thus observed in velocity space around
the reex of the Solar motion plus a small o�set due to
di�erential Galactic rotation. At similar distances as the
association, any unrelated population of evolved young gi-
ants and supergiants will be clustered around the same
velocity as the association. These stars are then wrongly
assigned `old' kinematics, spreading them around in veloc-
ity space. This leads to an underestimate of the number
of interlopers.

In Table A2, we list for each �eld and for each spectral
type the percentage of stars explicitly classi�ed as main-
sequence star (luminosity class V). As expected, this per-
centage is roughly constant for spectral types O through
A{F and decreases going from F to M due to the complete-
ness limit of the Catalogue. The low percentages found in
the northern associations in Perseus, Cepheus and Lacerta
are due to the speci�c spectral classi�cations used by the
Hipparcos consortium, which in this region often lack an
indication of luminosity class (cf. ESA 1997, Vol. 1 x2.1,
pp 134{135). Although the percentages are lower limits
to the actual values, they show that the expected number
of interlopers for spectral types F{G and later should be
interpreted with care (cf. ESA 1989, Vol. 2 x7.3, pp 90{94).

3.4.4. Solar neighbourhood

Dehnen & Binney's (1998) determination of the local ve-
locity distribution is based on a kinematically unbiased
sample of Hipparcos main-sequence stars with relative par-
allax errors better than 10 per cent. Using a median paral-
lax accuracy of 0.97 mas, this translates the term `local' to
a volume centered on the Sun with a radius of 80{100 pc.
However, even the nearest association, Lower Centaurus
Crux, lies outside this volume (x4.4). Furthermore, it is
part of the Gould Belt, which exhibits peculiar kinemat-
ics (x9.2). An improved interloper analysis will require a
more extended model of the velocity distribution, which
includes the Gould Belt.

3.4.5. Selection e�ects in the Hipparcos Catalogue

The Hipparcos Catalogue contains �52 000 stars brighter
than the completeness limit (V = 7:m3{9:m0, depending
on Galactic latitude and spectral type). The remaining
�66 000 stars were explicitly proposed to be observed by

Hipparcos, and thus constitute a special set. Two large-
scale e�ects are the inclusion of high proper-motion stars,
and the inclusion of additional F- and G-type stars in two
strips from the north to the south Galactic pole (at `�0�

and `�180�) for the purpose of Galactic structure studies
(ESA 1989, Vol. 2 x7.3, pp 94{100). Dehnen & Binney's
(1998) model does not take these e�ects into account, so
it is to be expected that our synthetic data sets based
on their model di�er kinematically from the Hipparcos
measurements beyond the completeness limits of the Cat-
alogue. Tests indeed reveal di�erences, particularly in the
fourth Galactic quadrant in a strip of width 60� centered
on the Galactic plane. In this region, we estimate the re-
sulting uncertainties in the expected number of interlopers
to be a factor of 2 at maximum.

3.5. Binaries

The Hipparcos observations were carried out over 3.3 years.
The measured motions of long-period binaries that are
marginally resolved can di�er by many mas yr�1 from the
mean motion of the system (Lindegren 1997). Genuine
association members of this kind can therefore be missed
by our selection method (even with our generous choice
of �int, see x3.3), and some �eld binaries may accidentally
masquerade as members. This problem is most signi�cant
for nearby binaries with massive components (Wielen et
al. 1997).

Our kinematic member selection method is objective
and consistent, and is based only on the Hipparcos posi-
tions, parallaxes and proper motions. At this stage we do
not want to include physical properties of the stars as fur-
ther criteria for membership, so as not to bias subsequent
discussion of the stellar content of the associations. We
therefore do not discuss on a star-by-star basis whether its
assignment as a member should be trusted or not based
on its spectral type, colors, radial velocity, or multiplic-
ity, also because this additional information is generally
not of homogeneous quality. We make one exception to
this approach, namely for the few cases where our selec-
tion method rejects stars which were previously consid-
ered to be solid astrometric members, based on proper
motions derived from measurements in fundamental cata-
logs, over time spans much longer than three years. We do
not include these stars in our member lists (Table C1), but
identify them in the text. For many of these the Hippar-
cos Catalogue turns out to give indications for `perturbed'
proper motions. The majority of these systems may there-
fore well be association members.

3.6. Mean distances

Use of the Hipparcos trigonometric parallaxes of the secure
members to determine mean distances to the associations
or their subgroups requires some care, as the inverse of the
parallax is a biased distance indicator (Smith & Eichhorn
1996; Brown et al. 1997b), and the conversion of mean
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parallax to mean distance for a group of stars depends on
the distribution of stars within the group. We show in
Appendix B that for all spherical groups the expectation
value of the mean of the measured parallaxes is equal to the
true mean parallax, and corresponds to the true distance of
the group. For elongated associations the bias in the mean
parallax is small, typically less than 1 per cent. Hipparcos
parallaxes measured in regions of high stellar density (in
the Catalogue) have to be interpreted with care (Lindegren
1989; Robichon et al. 1997). This is not a problem for the
low-density associations (Appendix B).

Interlopers generally have parallaxes similar to those of
true members (otherwise they would have been rejected;
cf. Figure 4), so these should not inuence the mean dis-
tances signi�cantly. However, the observed distribution of
parallaxes may not be representative of the true underlying
parallax distribution of an association. Magnitude limits
bias the selected members, and furthermore some stars in
the Hipparcos Catalogue have a negative measured paral-
lax. Our member selection method rejects these, which in-
troduces a bias towards a smaller mean distance. In order
to estimate the magnitude of these e�ects, we have carried
out Monte Carlo simulations, set up as follows. We consid-
ered associations with radius 25 pc, and then created 200
members at random positions in a homogeneous sphere.
We chose masses, and corresponding magnitudes, using a
power-law initial mass function with exponent �1:7 (cf.
Brown et al. 1994), and a minimum and maximum mass
of 1 M� and 120 M�, respectively. We took the parallax
error distribution as a function of magnitude from the Hip-
parcos Catalogue (ESA 1997, Vol. 1, �gure 3.2.39), using a
standard deviation on the median parallax error of 0.2 mas
for V � 10m and 0.4 mas for V > 10m. We then retained
all stars with V < 7:m3, and discarded fainter stars con-
sistent with the magnitude distribution in the Hipparcos
Catalogue. We also discarded all stars with � � 0 mas.
We carried out this process as a function of distance, by
constructing 100 random realisations in intervals of 50 pc
each. The e�ect of the magnitude limit turns out to be
negligible, but, as expected, the bias caused by the exclu-
sion of stars with negative parallaxes increases with dis-
tance, and reaches nearly 30 per cent at a distance of 1 kpc.
This bias depends sensitively on the magnitude of the par-
allax errors. For a mean parallax error of 0.97 mas with a
standard deviation of 0.2 mas independent of magnitude,
the bias is only 15 per cent at 1 kpc.

We give the mean distances derived from the mean
parallax of the secure association members in xx4{8. In all
cases, these are corrected for the above mentioned bias,
and the error quoted is the formal error on the mean. The
results are summarized in Table 2.

3.7. Internal structure and motions

The OB associations studied here have distances larger
than 100 pc, and linear dimensions of order 50 pc or less.
It is impossible to resolve the depth of the associations

with the median parallax error of 0.97 mas. Estimates of
the individual stellar distances (after member selection)
can be improved by deriving so-called secular parallaxes
from the measured proper motions (e.g., Jones 1971). A
sophisticated method to determine the improved paral-
laxes and space motions was presented by Dravins et al.
(1997). We will investigate its application to the nearby
associations in a future paper.

OB associations will expand due to their unbound na-
ture (Ambartsumian 1949). The expansion can be de-
tected if and only if the correct mean streaming motion
of the association with respect to the Sun is subtracted
from the observed proper motions and radial velocities.
What remains is the true expansion. Proper motions alone
cannot distinguish between a radial streaming motion and
contraction or expansion (e.g., Blaauw 1964b). Thus,
knowledge of the radial streaming velocity is essential for
an unambiguous proof of expansion. This requires ra-
dial velocities with errors smaller than the expected ex-
pansion velocities, a few km s�1. These are generally
not available, so that even with Hipparcos quality proper
motions the expected expansion of OB associations, and
thus the kinematic ages, cannot be determined (see also
Brown, Dekker & de Zeeuw 1997). Our member selec-
tion method is not inuenced by either radial streaming
or expansion/contraction (Blaauw 1952b; de Bruijne 1998;
Hoogerwerf & Aguilar 1998). However, the resulting space
motions, and convergent points, not only reect the mean
streaming motion of the association but may also include
an extra component in radial velocity.

4. THE SCORPIO{CENTAURUS{LUPUS{CRUX

COMPLEX

In this section, and the ones that follow, we report the
results of applying our member selection method to the
�elds centered on the nearby associations, starting with
Sco OB2 in the region of the constellations Scorpius, Cen-
taurus, Lupus, and Crux, and continuing along the Galac-
tic plane in the direction of decreasing `. We have surveyed
the literature, and in each case �rst review pre-Hipparcos
work on association membership. While in some cases this
has established a list of commonly accepted astrometric
and/or photometric members, for other associations there
is considerable confusion about membership, and some-
times even on the existence of an underlying association.
Our adopted �elds contain all suspected early-type mem-
bers, and are small enough to minimize the number of
interlopers. Table A1 summarizes the �eld boundaries,
and speci�es the other parameters used in the member
selection.

We review pre-Hipparcos work on Sco OB2 in x4.1, and
present our analysis of the Hipparcos data for the three
subgroups of this association in detail in xx4.2{4.4. We
then briey consider the entire Sco OB2 complex (x4.5),
and conclude with an investigation of an adjacent �eld,
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centered on the nearby star-forming region near R CrA
(x4.6).

The presentation in this section also serves as an ex-
ample of how we have investigated the other �elds of the
census, for which we restrict ourselves to a concise sum-
mary of the pre- and post-Hipparcos results (xx5{8). Un-
less stated otherwise, we use spectral types, and V and
B�V photometry reported in the Hipparcos Catalogue.

4.1. Sco OB2

In the lengthy paper `On the individual parallaxes of the
brighter Galactic Helium stars in the southern hemisphere,
together with considerations on the parallax of stars in
general', Kapteyn (1914) investigated the secular paral-
laxes of 319 OB stars brighter than V�6m contained in
L. Boss' Preliminary General Catalog in the region 216��

<

`I �
< 360�, �30��

< bI �
< 30� (`old' Galactic coordinates)2.

He recognized the Sco OB2 association as a moving group
of �150 stars spread over 70�� 40� on the sky (cf. Plum-
mer 1913). Later kinematic studies con�rmed Sco OB2 as
a moving group (e.g., Rasmuson 1921; Plaskett & Pearce
1928, 1934; Canavaggia & Fribourg 1934; Kulikovsky 1940;
but see Smart 1936, 1939; Petrie 1962). Blaauw (1946;
114 members), Bertiau (1958; 77 bright members and 37
additional faint B-type members), and Jones (1971; 47
members), made detailed kinematic studies of Sco OB2,
resulting in a total of 157 classical proper motion mem-
bers with spectral types earlier than �B9, of which 153
were observed by Hipparcos. Several photometric studies
suggested membership for another 243 stars to spectral
type �A8{F0, 215 of which are included in the Hippar-
cos Catalogue (Hardie & Crawford 1961; Garrison 1967;
Guti�errez{Moreno & Moreno 1968; Glaspey 1971, 1972).
Numerous authors have investigated radial and rotational
velocities, and the properties of the binary distribution
(e.g., Blaauw & van Albada 1963, 1964; van Albada & Sher
1969; Rajamohan 1976; Levato et al. 1987; Verschueren,
David & Brown 1996; Brown & Verschueren 1997; Brand-
ner & K�ohler 1998).

Blaauw (1960, 1964a) divided the association in three
separate concentrations or subgroups: Upper Scorpius
(US), Upper Centaurus Lupus (UCL), and Lower Centau-
rus Crux (LCC), and derived an expansion age of �20 Myr
for the entire complex (Blaauw 1964b). He estimated the
kinematic age of US to be �5 Myr (Blaauw 1978). At
b�20�, US is well-separated from the early-type Galactic
�eld star distribution and is most concentrated, whereas
UCL and LCC are spread over a considerably larger area
on the sky (see Figure 9). As a result, UCL and LCC have
received remarkably little attention compared to US; they
are not mentioned in Ruprecht's (1966) list of nearby OB
associations (x2.1).

De Geus (1992) summarized the characteristics of the
interstellar medium related to Sco OB2. Whereas little in-

2The approximate relation between (`I ; bI) and (`; b) is ` � `I +

32:�9, and b � bI .

terstellar matter is associated with the subgroups UCL and
LCC, �lamentary material connected to the Ophiuchus
cloud complex (345��

< ` �
< 10�, 0��

< b �
< 25�) is observed

towards US. This is also reected in spatial variations of
extinction in this region. The densest part of this complex,
the � Oph dark cloud, is a site of ongoing low-mass star
formation (e.g., Grasdalen, Strom & Strom 1973; Greene
& Young 1992; Wilking et al. 1997b), as well as interaction
with the early-type stars of US.

De Geus et al. (1989) analyzed Walraven as well as
published Str�omgren photometry of the priority 1 stars in
Sco OB2. The derived extinctions were compared with the
IRAS 100�m emission, and it was shown that the Ophi-
uchus dark clouds are on the near side of US, at �125 pc.
These authors derived ages of �5 Myr for US, �13 Myr
for UCL, and �10 Myr for LCC by isochrone �tting in
the Hertzsprung{Russell diagram. It follows that stars
with spectral types beyond the mid-F range may not yet
have reached the main sequence. Extensive H� and X-ray
surveys of the Sco OB2 region indeed have revealed sev-
eral dozens of pre-main sequence objects (e.g., Walter et
al. 1994; Feigelson & Lawson 1997; Preibisch et al. 1998;
Sciortino et al. 1998).

Finally, we remark that � Oph (HIP81377, O9.5V)
has long been recognized as a runaway star originating in
Sco OB2 (e.g., Blaauw 1952b, 1961, 1991; van Rensbergen
et al. 1996). We will discuss it elsewhere.

4.2. Upper Scorpius

Figure 5 summarizes the results of our selection procedure
for US. The �rst row displays the Hipparcos measurements
for all stars in our US �eld (cf. Table A1). The panels show
no clear sign of a physical group, except for the vector
point diagram (panel two), which contains a concentra-
tion around (�` cos b; �b)�(�25;�10) mas yr�1 superim-

posed upon the broader Galactic disk distribution. The
second row of Figure 5 shows only the 86 stars that were
proposed as members of US, based on pre-Hipparcos kine-
matic and photometric studies (x4.1). They are mostly B-
and A-type stars concentrated towards the centre of the
�eld, with the majority contained in the same clump in the
vector point diagram. Their parallax distribution is nar-
rower than the one in the �rst row, and is peaked around
7 mas. The characteristics of the set of members identi�ed
by our selection method are presented in the third row of
Figure 5. There is considerable overlap with the classical
members, but there are also signi�cant di�erences. The
vector point diagram of these secure members is more con-
centrated than that of the classical members, and the par-
allax distribution is narrower. This is most likely due to a
reduced contamination by �eld stars. The observed spread
and the elongated shape in the vector point diagram are
consistent with the combined e�ects of observational er-
rors, our choice of �int, and projection on the sky. Finally,
the panels in the bottom row of Figure 5 show the not-
selected stars, and demonstrate that our procedure does
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Figure 5: Hipparcos measurements for Upper Scorpius (from the top row down): (1) all 945 Hipparcos stars in the region (cf.

Table A1); (2) the 86 pre-Hipparcos members; (3) the 120 Hipparcos members; (4) the remaining stars after member selection.

The columns show (from left to right): (1) positions in Galactic coordinates; (2) Galactic vector point diagram; (3) trigonometric

parallax distribution; (4) spectral type distribution; (5) color-magnitude diagram, not corrected for reddening. The arrow indicates

the direction of reddening for the standard value R = 3:2 of the ratio of total to selective extinction. The stars within the apparent

concentration around (�` cos b; �b) �(5;�5) mas yr�1 in the �rst and fourth panels of the second column do not form a moving

group.

not leave `holes' in the distributions of positions, proper
motions, and parallaxes. This indicates that our method
has separated US cleanly from the �eld stars.

We �nd a total of 120 secure members of US: 49 B, 34
A, 22 F, 9 G, 4 K, and 2 M-type stars. Of these, 53 were
previously classi�ed as member (39 kinematic, 14 photo-
metric), while 67 are new. We con�rm the evolved su-
pergiant Antares (� Sco, HIP80763, M1Ib), as well as the
stars � Oph (HIP80473, B2V), � Oph (HIP80569, B2Vne),
and 48 Lib (HIP78207, B8Ia/Iab), as members. The lat-
ter two are classical proper motion members with pecu-
liar positions in the Hertzsprung{Russell diagram (e.g., de
Geus et al. 1989). We select 2 A stars with peculiar spec-
tra (HIP78494, A2m...; HIP79733, A1m...), and reject the
doubtful classical proper motion member o Sco (HIP80079,
A4II/III; see Blaauw, Morgan & Bertiau 1955; de Geus et
al. 1989). We also do not select the classical proper mo-
tion member � Sco (HIP78401). However, this star is a
binary with a separation of 0:0013 (16 AU at � = 8:12 mas).

Hipparcos detected a change in the position angle of the
binary components of 18� yr�1, which indicates a period
of �20 yr. Therefore, the Hipparcos proper motion, ob-
served during the mission lifetime of �3.3 yr, does not
necessarily reect the center-of-mass proper motion (x3.5).
The typical di�erences between the center-of-mass and ob-
served proper motions are on the order of 2 mas yr�1 (e.g.,
Wielen et al. 1997), enough to explain why � Sco is not
selected.

The mean distance of US is 145�2 pc, where the error
is the formal error on the mean, and the correction applied
for the bias caused by exclusion of stars with negative par-
allaxes is negligible (x3.6). This value is consistent with
the most recent photometric determination of 160�40 pc
by de Geus et al. (1989). The accuracy of the individual
parallaxes does not allow us to resolve the internal struc-
ture. If the association extends about as far along the line
of sight as it does on the sky (�14�), the parallax spread
is �1.6 mas, corresponding to �0:m5. Taking into account
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Figure 6: Positions and proper motions for the Hipparcos

members of Upper Scorpius, as a function of spectral type:

49 B, 34 A, 22 F, 9 G, 4 K, and 2 M-type stars. The selected

F, G, K, and M stars co-move with the B and A stars. The

distribution of F stars is similar to that of the early-type stars,

suggesting that the stellar content of the association has now

been established to spectral type F. Some of the later-type stars

could be interlopers.

the individual measurement error of �1 mas, this is consis-
tent with the observed width of the parallax distribution.

Figure 6 shows the positions and proper motions for
all secure members, as a function of spectral type. There
is a clear concentration in the early-type stars. Some of
the stars that lie away from this main concentration could
be interlopers. We have estimated the expected number of
interlopers by means of the Monte Carlo simulations de-

scribed in detail in x3.4. The result is given in Table A2,
and shows that the observed clustering in the F-star dis-
tribution is signi�cant. The concentration of F-type mem-
bers coincides with a similar concentration of X-ray se-
lected pre-main sequence stars, around (`; b)�(350�; 20�)
found by Walter et al. (1994) and Preibisch et al. (1998).
These generally have V�12m{17m, and are too faint for
Hipparcos, so no reliable kinematic link is possible. The
one exception may be provided by the US member
HIP77960 (SAO183927, A4IV/V), which is listed as the
possible optical identi�cation of the X-ray detected can-
didate pre-main sequence object Sco{014 (Sciortino et al.
1998). The majority of the G- to M-type members prob-
ably do not belong to US, although only 4 interlopers are
predicted for these spectral types. However, this number
is an underestimate because of the large fraction of giants
and supergiants in the Hipparcos Catalogue (x3.4.3).

The secure US members span a much larger range in
spectral type than the classical members, which are con-
�ned to stars earlier than �A8{F0. The distribution of
secure members in the color-magnitude diagram extends

to fainter magnitudes than for the classical members (right
panels in Figure 5). The main sequence is not very narrow;
we infer that this is caused by the distance spread along
the line of sight (�0:m5), by unresolved binaries, and prob-
ably by signi�cant di�erential reddening, especially for the
bright early-type members (including � Oph, � Sco, � Sco,
and � Sco, all of which are associated with nebulosities; de
Geus et al. 1989). Many fainter members are likely miss-
ing, due to the completeness limit of the Hipparcos Cata-
logue. Even so, the new late-type members allow a much
improved de�nition of the lower part of the main sequence
(cf. x4.5).

4.3. Upper Centaurus Lupus

We started the analysis of UCL by applying our selection
method to the Hipparcos objects in the classical `�eld 3'
de�ned by Blaauw (1946). This resulted in the detection of
a moving group, with members spread over nearly the en-
tire �eld. We subsequently modi�ed it to the �eld given in
Table A1, to be sure that we included the entire subgroup
(cf. Figure 9). The results are summarized in Figure 7,
which is similar to Figure 5, except that the improvement
in the member list for UCL provided by Hipparcos is more
dramatic than for the much better studied US subgroup.
Our member selection method identi�es 221 members in
this �eld, with a mean distance of 140�2 pc: 66 B, 68
A, 55 F, 25 G, 6 K, and 1 M-type star. Of these, only
58 were previously classi�ed as member (24 kinematic, 34
photometric), while 163 are new. We discarded 78 classi-
cal members. The parallax distribution and vector point
diagram of the new members both show a signi�cantly
smaller spread than those of the classical members. The
new UCL members are not spread uniformly over the sky
but seem to be concentrated in `clumps'. Although some
of this `clumping' could be caused by selection e�ects in
the Hipparcos Catalogue, it seems likely that UCL has
substructure (x4.5). The number of expected interlopers
(Table A2) indicates that some of the G and K stars may
well be non-members.

The mean distance of UCL is consistent with the value
160�40 pc found by de Geus et al. (1989). Just as for US,
the width of the parallax distribution is consistent with
the measurement errors and the angular extent of �27�,
which at this distance corresponds to �3.6 mas (1:m1) if
UCL is roughly spherical.

The panels in the fourth row of Figure 7 show smooth
distributions of Galactic disk �eld stars in position, proper
motion, and parallax. The color-magnitude diagram of the
non-members contains �ve stars with V �

< 4m which follow
the main sequence of the secure members remarkably well.
With the exception of � Cen, these are classical proper mo-
tion members. This suggests that �1 Sco (classi�ed as `V'-
type by Hipparcos3), � Lup, � Cen (B1Vn+A), and � Lup,

3We use the nomenclature for binaries that corresponds to the �ve

parts of the Double and Multiple Systems Annex of the Hipparcos

Catalogue, where `C' indicates component solutions, `G' indicates
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Figure 7: As Figure 5, but for the 3132 stars in the �eld of Upper Centaurus Lupus. The stars within the apparent concentration

around (�` cos b; �b)�(�20;�15) mas yr�1 in the second panel of the �rst row do not form a moving group.

could be members of UCL, although their kinematic prop-
erties as observed by Hipparcos are not consistent with
the mean motion of UCL. We suspect that perturbations
of the stellar motion due to marginally resolved multiplic-
ity could be important (x3.5), but note that the SIMBAD
radial velocity for � Lup di�ers signi�cantly from that of
UCL (Table 2).

The color-magnitude diagram of the secure members
of UCL is cleaner than that of US, which we attribute to
the absence of signi�cant di�erential extinction (de Geus
et al. 1989). The vertical spread of the main sequence is
consistent with the expected distance range of �1:m1, and
the presence of unresolved binaries. The main sequence
extends nearly two magnitudes fainter than in the pre-
Hipparcos diagram, and indeed includes not only 8 stars
with peculiar and/or magnetic spectra, but also HIP77157
(HT Lup, V = 10:m31, B�V = 1:m264, Ge) and HIP82747
(AK Sco, V = 9:m21, B�V = 0:m746, F5V), which are
binary T Tauri stars (e.g., Gregorio{Hetem et al. 1992),
and HIP74797, which is the A component of the binary
system CCDM J15172{3435, the B component of which is

an acceleration solution, `O' an orbital solution, `V' a variability-

induced mover, and `X' a stochastic solution.

a pre-main sequence T Tauri binary system (Brandner et
al. 1996). We also select another four pre-main sequence
stars: HIP75924 (G6V), HIP73777 (K(1)V+G), HIP77524
(K0V:), and HIP78684 (G8V) (Neuh�auser & Brandner
1998).

The star-forming region associated with the Lupus
clouds, at a distance of 140�20 pc, contains several tens of
low-mass pre-main sequence stars with estimated ages of
�3 Myr (e.g., Hughes, Hartigan & Clampitt 1993; Hughes
et al. 1994; Chen et al. 1997; Wichmann et al. 1997b).
However, most of them have V �

> 12m, and only 5 were
observed by Hipparcos (HT Lup, and HIP78094, 78317,
79080, 79081). Wichmann et al. (1997a) derive a distance
of 190�27 pc, based on Hipparcos parallaxes, and suggest
that these stars are members of UCL (cf. Murphy, Co-
hen & May 1986). We select only HT Lup as secure UCL
member.

4.4. Lower Centaurus Crux

We started our analysis of LCC in Blaauw's (1946) `�eld
4', and then extended the �eld boundaries to those given
in Table A1 to be sure of including the entire subgroup
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Figure 8: As Figure 5, but for the 3897 stars in the �eld of Lower Centaurus Crux. The stars in the concentration at

(`; b)�(290�;�5�) in the �rst and fourth panel of the �rst column are members of the open cluster IC2602 (cf. Hoogerwerf &

Aguilar 1998).

(cf. Figure 9). Our selection procedure is summarized in
Figure 8, which is organized in the same way as Figures 5
and 7. LCC was never studied extensively, and only 41
classical members are known, all with spectral type ear-
lier than B6. Identi�cation of later-type members in this
rich �eld in the Galactic disk was particularly di�cult,
and suggests that interlopers are present even among the
brightest members. The second and third panels of row
two in Figure 8 indeed show many deviating proper mo-
tions and parallaxes. We con�rm only 19 (16 kinematic, 3
photometric) of the classical members, but identify a to-
tal of 180 secure members: 42 B, 55 A, 61 F, 15 G, 6 K,
and 1 M-type star, so that Hipparcos has transformed this
sparse subgroup into a moving group that is very similar
to UCL. The members are not spread uniformly over the
�eld, and show some evidence for substructure.

The panels in the bottom row of Figure 8 indicate a
clean separation of LCC from the �eld star distribution,
but just as in the case of UCL and US, the color-magnitude
diagram of the non-members contains a number of bright
(V �

< 4m) early-type stars which were discarded by our
selection method, and which deserve attention. The clas-

sical proper motion member � Cen (HIP59196, B2IVne) is
a  Cas-type eruptive variable identi�ed by Hipparcos as
a `variability-induced mover' (see footnote 2). Another
is � Crux (HIP62434, B0.5III), rejected as LCC mem-
ber by Jones (1971). It was observed by Hipparcos as
`G'-type binary, and is probably an astrometric binary
with a period �

>10 yr. HIP59449 (B3V) is another `G'-
type binary. We suspect that these are in fact members
of LCC. The stars � Cen (HIP68702, B1III, Agena) and
HIP60718 (B0.5IV) are Hipparcos `component binaries',
but were never proposed as members of LCC, and neither
was HIP51576 (B4Vne). We do not select them either.
HIP66657 (B1III, `G'-type binary) and HIP61199 (B5V,
 Mus) were already rejected by Jones (1971). Finally,
HIP52419 (B0Vp, `O'-type binary) is a member of IC2602
(Hoogerwerf & Aguilar 1998).

LCC is signi�cantly closer than US and UCL: the Hip-
parcos mean distance of 118�2 pc agrees well with earlier
photometric estimates (de Geus et al. 1989). The paral-
lax distribution is marginally broader than for UCL, but
again does not allow us to resolve the internal structure of
the subgroup. The expected distance spread correspond-
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ing to the �25� extent on the sky is �3.7 mas (or 0:m9).
Taking into account the individual measurement errors,
this is consistent with the observed width of the parallax
distribution.

Chereul, Cr�ez�e & Bienaym�e (1997) used a di�erent
method to search for moving groups in the Hipparcos Cat-
alogue, and applied it to nearby A dwarfs with pre-Hippar-
cos distances less than 125 pc. They identi�ed a moving
group of 33 stars at a mean distance of 105 pc in `Lupus{
Centaurus', in a �eld which roughly coincides with our
LCC �eld. These are clearly LCC members, but the sam-
ple de�nition biases them towards the near side of the sub-
group, and explains the somewhat smaller mean distance
than we �nd.

The color-magnitude diagram of our secure LCC mem-
bers, not corrected for reddening, is shown in the right-
hand panel of the third row of Figure 8. The vertical
spread of the main sequence is consistent with the com-
bined e�ects of some di�erential reddening, the distance
range, and unresolved binaries. The main sequence ex-
tends a full four magnitudes further towards fainter ob-
jects than the one for the classical `members' shown in
the panel above it, and indeed extends into the regime
where we would expect some pre-main sequence objects.
Unfortunately, none of the pre-main sequence members of
LCC found by Feigelson & Lawson (1997) appear in the
Hipparcos Catalogue. However, we do select HIP56420
(V = 11:m56, B�V = 0:m789, � = 7:20 � 2:92 mas, Gp),
which might be a T Tauri star.

The LCC �eld also contains a concentration of stars in
the direction (`; b)�(290�;�5�) (bottom left panel in Fig-
ure 8). This is the open cluster IC2602 (age 8{30 Myr;
Whiteoak 1961; Braes 1962; Stau�er et al. 1997). Blaauw
(1964a) suggested that IC2602 may belong to LCC. Hooger-
werf & Aguilar (1998) show that the Spaghetti method
(x3.2) identi�es IC2602 awlessly as a separate group, con-

taining 23 Hipparcos members at �144 pc (cf. Mermilliod
et al. 1997), with a motion that di�ers signi�cantly from
that of LCC. We do not discuss it further here.

4.5. The Sco OB2 complex

Figure 9 illustrates the motions of all the Sco OB2 mem-
bers we have identi�ed, and also gives the subgroup bound-
aries de�ned by Blaauw (1946, p. 43). UCL and LCC
clearly extend beyond the classical boundaries, and con-
tain stars from Blaauw's `�elds 1 and 5' (Sco OB2 1 and
Sco OB2 5 in Table 1). We do not �nd astrometric evi-
dence for additional subgroups of Sco OB2 in these �elds.

The individual membership probabilities P of the se-
lected stars (x3.3) are listed in Table C1. The cumulative
distributions are displayed in Figure C1, and range from
�50 to 100 per cent. The black dots in Figure 9 indicate
all members with P � 95 per cent. These cover nearly
the same area on the sky as the full set of members, but
the outlying members of US, and some of UCL and LCC,
all have low values of P . The stars in the concentrations

near (`; b)�(342�; 3�), (338�; 15�) and (334�; 16�) have high
probabilities, which suggests that UCL has substructure.

Application of our member selection method to the en-
tire �eld shown in Figure 9 results in the identi�cation of
one coherent structure: Sco OB2. US stands out in the dis-
tribution of Sco OB2 members on the sky, and the parallax
distribution clearly distinguishes UCL and LCC. The dif-
ferences between the Hertzsprung{Russell diagrams of the
groups (de Geus et al. 1989) also indicate that a division of
Sco OB2 into three separate subgroups is warranted. Our
�eld boundary separating UCL from US has, somewhat
arbitrarily, been chosen in such a way that US comprises
the stellar concentration centered on (`; b)�(352�; 20�) with
radius �5� (x4.2), separated by a sparsely populated zone
from the main body of UCL (Figure 9). Analysis of the
secular parallaxes (e.g., Dravins et al. 1997) will allow an
improved description of the internal structure of Sco OB2.

Accurate intermediate-band Walraven VBLUW pho-
tometry is available for 1870 of the 7974 Hipparcos stars
in the Sco OB2 �eld (de Geus et al. 1990). These in-
clude 261 of the 521 Hipparcos members. UBV photom-
etry is available for 327, and uvby� for 235, of the Hip-
parcos members (Hauck & Mermilliod 1990; Mermilliod
& Mermilliod 1994; cf. Slawson, Hill & Landstreet 1992).
We postpone a discussion of the physical properties of the
stars in Sco OB2 based on this and other material to a fu-
ture paper, but refer to de Zeeuw et al. (1997; �gure 2) for
an illustration of the improved quality of the color-color di-
agrams due to the re�ned and extended astrometric mem-
bership lists. Completion of the photometry will allow
to correct for di�erential reddening, to improve the provi-
sional determination of the initial mass function by Brown
(1998), to determine whether an up-turn of the main se-
quence occurs in the F-star regime, as expected for groups
of this age, and to investigate if small-scale structure is
associated with age di�erences.

4.6. Corona Australis

Pre-Hipparcos: Blaauw's (1946) `�eld 1' contains the Coro-
na Australis cloud complex located at (`; b)�(360�;�18�),
at 150�50 pc (Gaposchkin & Greenstein 1936). It is also
called Corona Austrina (Botley 1980), and contains sites
of active intermediate- and low-mass star formation ex-
tending a few degrees on the sky, which have been stud-
ied extensively (e.g., Rossano 1978; Loren 1979; Goss et
al. 1980; Brown 1987; Cappa de Nicolau & P�oppel 1991;
Harju et al. 1993; Andreazza & Vilas{Boas 1996; cf. Fig-
ure 10). The densest molecular core contains the emission-
line star R CrA (A5IIe var). The stellar content of the CrA
complex was studied through H� emission-line surveys, in-
frared surveys, and X-ray observations (Knacke et al. 1973;
Glass & Penston 1975; Vrba, Strom & Strom 1976; Mar-
raco & Rydgren 1981; Wilking et al. 1985, 1992, 1997a;
Koyama et al. 1996; Walter et al. 1997). These studies
revealed a mixed, predominantly pre-main sequence, stel-
lar content: several embedded and/or Herbig stars (e.g.,
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Figure 9: Positions and proper motions (bottom), and parallaxes (top), for 521 members of Sco OB2 selected from 7974 stars in

the Hipparcos Catalogue in the area bounded by the dashed lines. The vertical bar in the top panel corresponds to the average

�1� parallax range for the stars shown. The black dots indicate stars with membership probability P � 95 per cent. Gray dots

indicate the remaining members. Many members near the association boundary have a low membership probability. The dotted

lines are the schematic boundaries of the classical subgroups Upper Scorpius (2, US), Upper Centaurus Lupus (3, UCL), Lower

Centaurus Crux (4, LCC), and the candidate subgroups (1 and 5) de�ned by Blaauw (1946). US is identi�ed as a subgroup based

on the concentration of members on the sky, and LCC can be distinguished from US and UCL based on its signi�cantly smaller

distance. The large open circle represents the open cluster IC2602.

R CrA, T CrA, HD176386, TY CrA) with the associated
reection nebulae NGC6729 and NGC6726/6727, as well
as a loose association of T Tauri stars (e.g., Herbig &
Rao 1972), Herbig{Haro objects (Strom, Strom & Gras-
dalen 1974; Strom, Grasdalen & Strom 1974; Wilking et
al. 1997a), and the embedded infrared Coronet cluster as-
sociated with R CrA (Taylor & Storey 1984). The pair
HR7169/HR7170 and SAO210888 may not have formed
in the CrA cloud complex (Marraco 1978; Marraco & Ry-
dgren 1981; Wilking et al. 1992). Str�omgren photometry
for HR7169/7170 and HD176386 indicates a mean distance
of approximately 130 pc.

New results: We have investigated whether there is as-
trometric evidence for a moving group associated with the
CrA star-forming region. We have performed our member-
ship analysis on Hipparcos data in the �eld 345�<`<15�,
�30�< b < 0�. The few bright B0{B3 stars in the �eld
were already noted by Blaauw (1946, 1964a), who sug-

gested they might belong to a putative nearly dispersed
`subgroup 1' of the Sco OB2 association, at an estimated
distance of �170 pc. We �nd no evidence for the existence
of a moving group. Changing the �eld size does not alter
this conclusion. Figure 10 shows the distribution of all
OB stars in the �eld 345�< `< 15�, �30�<b<�10� with
measured parallaxes 4< � < 12 mas. Nearly all of these
are B8{B9 stars with parallaxes � �

< 6 mas; their proper
motions simply reect the Solar motion.

The �ve stars observed by Hipparcos associated with
the CrA clouds by themselves also provide insu�cient evi-
dence for a moving group: R CrA (HIP93449) is faint (V =
11:m57): the measured parallax (� = 121:75� 68:24 mas)
and proper motions are not signi�cant, and the `stochastic
binary' and `suspected non-single' ags are set. The pair
HR7169/7170 (HIP93368/93371) has an uncertain paral-
lax. The remaining two, SAO210888 (HIP93689) and
HD176386 (HIP93425), have parallaxes consistent with
the classical distance estimate of �130 pc, and similar
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Figure 11: Left: positions and proper motions for the Hipparcos members of Vela OB2 (white) and Trumpler 10 (black). The

diamond denotes the Wolf{Rayet star 2 Velorum (WR11). The dotted lines indicate the �eld boundaries (cf. Table A1). The

gray-scale represents the IRAS 100�m skyux. The IRAS Vela shell is the ring-like structure centered on (`; b)�(263�;�7�) with a

radius of �6� surrounding Vel OB2. The intense emission in the area 260��
<`�

<273�, �2��
<b�

<2� corresponds to the Vela molecular

ridge. Right: parallax distribution for Vel OB2 and Tr 10

proper motions. If these belong to a moving group as-
sociated with the CrA complex, then the other members
must be fainter than the magnitude limit of the Hipparcos
Catalogue.

5. VELA

Blaauw's (1964a) map of the early-type stars along the
Galactic plane (his �gure 3) contains a concentration of O{
B3 stars brighter than Vpg = 7m in a �eld in Vela centered
on old Galactic coordinates (`I ; bI)�(230�;�10�), which
had already been noted by Kapteyn (1914). This �eld of
low interstellar extinction out to�1 kpc contains a number
of nearby stellar groups, sometimes referred to as the Vela
Sheet (cf. Eggen 1980). Here we discuss Vel OB2 and
Tr 10.

5.1. Vela OB2

Pre-Hipparcos: In his 1914 paper, Kapteyn not only iden-
ti�ed Sco OB2, but also discussed a group of bright stars in
Vela (his x6, p. 63) and, based on proper motions, listed
15 probable members (his table XIV) for this so-called

Vela Group. Lacking radial velocities for 14 of these stars,
Kapteyn concluded that `the reality of the group seems
... probable, though not beyond a doubt'. The widely-
spread radial velocities for 12 of the 15 stars used by
Blaauw (1946, his x22, p. 101) did not allow con�rmation
of Kapteyn's Vela Group. It is not listed as an OB associ-
ation by Ruprecht (1966). Brandt et al. (1971) noted the
presence of 17 bright early-type stars within a few degrees
of the Wolf{Rayet WC8+O9I binary system 2 Velorum
(HIP39953, WR11). These authors took the similar dis-
tance moduli for 10 of these stars (including 2 Vel) as ev-
idence for an OB association at �450 pc: Vel OB2. Straka
(1971, 1973) investigated SAO proper motions and Bright
Star Catalog radial velocities for these 10 stars. Only 5 of
them, including the multiple system 1{2 Vel, turned out
to share a common space motion. Abt et al. (1976) dis-
cussed astrometric and photometric observations of 7 stars
around 2 Vel, and concluded that 1 Vel and CD�46 3848
are probably associated with 2 Vel, and that 2 Vel, as
well as HD68157 and HD68324 (HIP39970), are members
of Vel OB2. Photometric evidence for the existence of
an association at �450 pc was provided by Upton (1971),
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Figure 10: Positions and proper motions (bottom) and par-

allaxes (top) for all OB stars in the �eld 345� < ` < 15�,

�30�< b<�10� with parallaxes 4<� < 12 mas. Filled circles

denote O{B3 stars. Open squares denote the 5 classical CrA

members observed by Hipparcos, which fall inside the shaded

region representing the IRAS 100�m ux measurements. The

parallaxes for R CrA and HR7170 fall outside the plotted range.

The deviating proper motion of the star R CrA is insigni�cant.

Straka (1973), and Eggen (1986)4.

New results: Our selection con�rms only 4 of the 10
Brandt et al. stars as members. One of the 6 remaining
stars, 1 Vel (HR3206), was not observed by Hipparcos.
However, our member selection procedure identi�es 89 new
members for Vel OB2, which brings the total number to
93: 2 Vel, 81 B, 5 early-A, and 3 G- and 3 K-type giants.
Figure 11 shows the distribution of positions and paral-
laxes of the selected stars. The abrupt cuto� of the mem-
bership list beyond spectral type B9 is arti�cial: inclusion
of many B-type stars in the Hipparcos Catalogue, and the
restriction on the stellar density of 3 stars per square de-
gree, cause an absence of stars in Vela of later spectral
types, starting already with spectral type A (cf. Figure 2
and x3.4). Vel OB2 has a space motion which does not
clearly separate the association from the �eld star popu-
lation. Therefore, the expected number of interlopers is
high: �30 B stars and �5 A stars.

Figure 12 (left panel) shows the color-magnitude dia-
gram5 for our Hipparcos members. No reddening correc-

4Eggen (1982) also mentions Vel OB2, but uses this designation

for another group of stars.
5Three widely di�erent B�V values for the A0V star HIP38816

(V = 9:m26) are available: (i) the Hipparcos Catalogue lists a ground-

based B�V = 1:m020 � 0:m020; (ii) the SIMBAD database gives

B�V = �0:m9; (iii) Tycho photometry (BT = 9:m399 � 0:m024,

VT = 9:m330 � 0:m032, BT � VT = 0:m069) can be converted into

a Johnson B�V color using eq. 1.3.24 in ESA (1997; Vol. 1 x1.3,

Appendix 4, p. 60), resulting in B�V = 0:m062. As neither POSS

plates nor IRAS maps reveal associated interstellar medium features

Figure 12: Left: color-magnitude diagram, not corrected for

reddening, for the Vela OB2 members. The stars with B�V >

0:m5 are 3 G- and 3 K-giants. Right: color-magnitude diagram

for the Trumpler 10 members.

tion has been applied; we suspect this contributes signi�-
cantly to the horizontal width of the main sequence. The
earliest spectral type on the main sequence is B1, suggest-
ing an age of �

<10 Myr.

We �nd Collinder 173 (Collinder 1931; Catalog of Open
Clusters [1997]: [`; b] = [261:�32;�8:�06]; diameter �6�) to
be identical to Vel OB2 ([`; b]�[263�;�7�]; diameter �10�).
Collinder estimated the number of Col 173 members to be
70, and quoted a distance of only 55 pc(!). Eggen (1980,
1983, 1986) found photometric evidence for 29 members of
Col 173, including our secure Vel OB2 member 1{2 Vel,
and derived a photometric distance of 350{525 pc (cf.
�500 pc [Buscombe 1963]; 380�144 pc [Lyng�a &Wramde-
mark 1984]). He derived a motion for 8 `cluster' members
similar to that of our Vel OB2 group. Only 7 of the 29
Eggen members are listed in the Hipparcos Catalogue: we
�nd that 3 of them are secure members of Vel OB2.

The 2 Vel system contains WR11, the nearest known
Wolf{Rayet star, and its distance is important for the ab-
solute magnitude calibration of WR stars. Classical dis-
tance estimates range from �170{550 pc (Brandt et al.
1971; Sahu 1992; van der Hucht et al. 1997); the most
commonly assumed distance is 450 pc. Even though its
parallax of 3.88�0.53 mas places 2 Vel at the near edge
of Vel OB2, the direction and magnitude of the proper
motion leave little doubt about its membership. Schaerer,
Schmutz & Grenon (1997) combined the Hipparcos par-
allax with single star evolutionary models, and derived a
weak upper limit of �6{10 Myr for the age of the O9I
companion of WR11.

which could a�ect the B�V color, we adopt B�V = 0:m062, which

places the star on the main sequence.
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We obtain a mean distance of 410�12 pc for Vel OB2.
The new members are concentrated on the sky around
(`; b)�(263�;�7�) within a radius of �5�. Sahu (1992) re-
ported the detection of the so-called IRAS Vela shell in the
IRAS Sky Survey Atlas maps (cf. Sahu & Blaauw 1994).
This is an expanding shell, centered on Vel OB2, with a
projected radius of �6� (Figure 11). Assuming that (i) the
center of the IRAS Vela shell has a distance of 450 pc, (ii)
Vel OB2 is a `standard association' with a `normal' initial
mass function, and (iii) Vel OB2 has an age of 20 Myr,
Sahu showed that the observed kinetic energy of the IRAS
Vela shell is of the same order of magnitude as the to-
tal amount of energy injected into the interstellar medium
through the combined e�ects of stellar winds and super-
novae. Our astrometric identi�cation of Vel OB2 as a rich
OB association, and the improved distance determination,
will allow a considerable re�nement of Sahu's analysis once
photometry and radial velocities are available for all our
Hipparcos members.

5.2. Trumpler 10

Pre-Hipparcos: Based on relative proper motion data for
29 stars, Lyng�a (1959, 1962) identi�ed 19 probable mem-
bers of the sparse open cluster Trumpler 10 (Tr 10; Cat-
alog of Open Clusters [1997]: [`; b] = [262:�81; 0:�64]; di-
ameter 140). Photometry indicated a maximum age of
�30 Myr and a distance of �420 pc. Levato & Malar-
oda (1975) derived a distance of 440�50 pc for a subset of
these stars. Based on 15 members, Eggen (1980) found a
distance of 468�65 pc; this value is biased because all stars
out to 350 pc were considered foreground objects. Lyng�a
& Wramdemark (1984) found 363�68 pc for 11 photomet-
ric members. Stock (1984) carried out an extensive proper
motion study of 979 stars near Tr 10 down to V = 12m,
and concluded that the existence of a single cluster in this
�eld was doubtful.

New results: During our investigation of the Vela re-
gion, our member selection procedure not only identi�ed
Vel OB2 in the Hipparcos Catalogue, but it also `redis-
covered' Tr 10. This resulted in a moving group of 23
stars: 22 B-type stars (earliest spectral type B3V) and
1 A0V star. We con�rm 4 of the 7 classical members
(Lyng�a; Levato & Malaroda; Eggen) contained in the Cat-
alogue. The mean distance is 366�23 pc. The members
are spread over �8� in the sky (�50 pc at this distance;
Figure 11). Figure 12 shows the color-magnitude diagram
for our 23 Hipparcos members. Even though the measure-
ments are not corrected for reddening, the main sequence
is remarkably tight. Tr 10 is seen in projection in front of
the Vela molecular ridge (e.g., May, Murphy & Thaddeus
1988; Murphy & May 1991). This group is clearly older
than Vel OB2, and our provisional age estimate based on
the earliest spectral type is �15 Myr.

The many selected stars outside the classical diameter
of 140 cannot all be interlopers: we expect only 3{5 B-
type interlopers and 1 A star (Table A2). We conclude

that Tr 10 is in fact not a tight open cluster, but instead
an intermediate age OB association.

6. CANIS MAJOR, MONOCEROS AND ORION

The region 245�>`>195� contains two nearby OB associ-
ations (Ruprecht 1966), Mon OB1 and Ori OB1, and the
interesting group Col 121, which we discuss �rst. Ori OB1
lies in a direction near the Solar antapex, and its space mo-
tion does not stand out in the proper motion distribution,
while its distance of�400 pc makes it di�cult to determine
membership from the Hipparcos parallaxes alone. We also
discuss the well-studied association CMa OB1, which lies
in the same region but at a distance of �1 kpc.

6.1. Collinder 121

Pre-Hipparcos: Collinder (1931) studied the structural
properties and spatial distribution of Galactic open clus-
ters, and discovered a cluster of 20 stars at �590 pc in
an area of 1�� 1� on the sky: Col 121. Schmidt{Kaler
(1961) noted a large number of evolved early-type stars in
a �eld of 10��10�centered on the bright supergiant o CMa
(HIP33152, K3Iab) located in the central part of Col 121.
Using photometry, radial velocities, and proper motions,
he assigned membership of Col 121 to 10 of these stars, and
derived a mean distance of 630 pc. Feinstein (1967) found
12 photometric members within 300 of the cluster center:
11 main-sequence stars and one evolved star, o CMa. He
extended this list with 14 bright, mostly evolved, and 12
faint stars inside a circle of 10� radius centered on the
cluster. These include some of the Schmidt{Kaler stars,
in particular the supergiants � CMa (HIP34444, F8Ia) and
� CMa (HIP33856, K4III), and the Wolf{Rayet star WR6
(EZ CMa, HIP33165, WN5). Feinstein also put the clus-
ter at 630 pc. In another photometric study, Eggen (1981)
suggested a division of the stars in this direction into two
groups: an open cluster-like group of 13 stars at 1.17 kpc,
identi�ed as Col 121, and a group of 18 stars at 740 pc
resembling an OB association.

New results: Figure 13 shows the proper motions for
the 43 stars of the combined list of members proposed by
Collinder, Schmidt{Kaler, Feinstein and Eggen which are
listed in the Hipparcos Catalogue (5, 10, 34 and 13 stars,
respectively). Evidence for a moving group can be seen in
the proper motions, but our selection procedure rejects 25
of the 43 stars.

We select 103 stars in our Col 121 �eld (Table A1) with
a mean distance of 592�28 pc; 1 WR, 1 O, 85 B, 8 A, 1 F, 1
G, 3 K, and 3 M-type. We reject � CMa, but include � and
o CMa as member. Only 6 of the 14 bright members and
5 of the 12 faint members of Feinstein are selected by our
procedure. One bright Feinstein member (HIP34489) has
a negative parallax, while HIP34045 (B8II) and HIP35205
(M2III) have parallaxes larger than 7 mas and discordant
proper motions. The classical member HIP35904 (B5Ia;
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Figure 13: Left: positions and proper motions (bottom) and parallaxes (top) of the pre-Hipparcos members of Collinder 121. Filled

circles are con�rmed members. Open circles indicate stars rejected by our selection procedure. Three of the latter fall outside the

plotted parallax range. Two of these have discrepant proper motions as well. The con�rmed member EZ CMa (WR6) is indicated

by an open diamond. Middle: same diagram for all stars selected as member of Col 121, illustrating the dramatic change from

pre- to post-Hipparcos. The open square represents the open cluster NGC2287: its position, proper motion and parallax is an

average of the measurements for 9 members observed by Hipparcos in an area of 0:�5 diameter. We expect �30 interlopers in the

Col 121 membership list (see Table A2). These may be mostly the stars above b��6� and below b��12�which lie outside the main

concentrations. Right: color-magnitude diagram, not corrected for reddening, for the Col 121 members (�lled circles), and rejected

classical members (open circles). The unusual position of EZ CMa (open diamond) may be caused by systematic e�ects in the Hp

to V and BT�VT to B�V transformation (cf. ESA 1997, Vol. 1 x1.3, Appendix 4 and x2.1, pp 107{108). Feinstein (1967) obtained

V = 6:m91, B�V = �0:m28 (gray diamond).

� CMa) is not selected because of its small, but signi�-
cant, parallax: � = 1:02� 0:44 mas. HIP33347 (B3Ib/II),
HIP33856 (K4III), and HIP33977 (B3Ia) have incompat-
ible or insigni�cant proper motions. We select 4 of the
7 stars in Eggen's distant group and 2 of the 6 stars in
his nearby group, suggesting that his proposed division in
two groups is unphysical. We do not con�rm the possible
connection between Col 121 and NGC2287 proposed by
Eggen (1981): the directions of the mean proper motions
of these two groups di�er by more than 45 degrees (see
Figure 13).

Figure 13 (right panel) presents the Hipparcos color-
magnitude diagram, not corrected for reddening, for the
secure members. It shows that Col 121 contains a number
of evolved stars. The abrupt cuto� of the main sequence
near V = 10m is caused by the completeness limit of the
Hipparcos Catalogue. Some of the late-type stars may well
be interlopers. The presence of an O star and early-type
B stars indicates this is a young group, of age �5 Myr.

Howarth & Schmutz (1995) put a lower limit of 1800 pc
on the distance of EZ CMa. This would imply that it is
at least 320 pc away from the Galactic plane. If it were
a runaway star (as proposed by Skinner, Itoh & Nagase
1998) born in the Galactic plane, its observed proper mo-
tion in b, �b = �1:46� 0:6 mas yr�1, puts a lower limit
on its age of �30 Myr, which is unlikely for a Wolf{Rayet
star (e.g., Maeder & Meynet 1994). Although a distance of

1.8 kpc is marginally consistent with � = 1:74�0.76 mas,
the proper motion and parallax of EZ CMa agree per-
fectly with those of Col 121, leaving little doubt about its
membership, and hence about its distance. It follows that
EZ CMa is �10 times less luminous than estimated by
Howarth & Schmutz.

Col 121 has completely changed its appearance com-
pared to the classical membership lists. Figure 13 clearly
suggests two subgroups, (`; b)�(233�;�9�) and (238�;�9�).
A possible third subgroup lies at (`; b)�(243�;�9�). We
expect �30 interlopers among the B- and A-type stars in
this large �eld (Table A2). It is likely that most of these
lie outside the main concentrations, where the membership
probabilities are high (Table C1). The linear dimensions
of this complex are 100 pc � 30 pc, similar to that of the
Sco OB2 association. The color-magnitude diagram also
resembles that of Sco OB2, after taking into account the
four times larger distance, in the sense that the earliest
spectral type and amount of extinction are similar. A full
analysis of the stellar content of this OB association is
clearly warranted.

6.2. Canis Major OB1

Pre-Hipparcos: The high density of early-type stars in the
Canis Major region (222:�0 < ` < 226:�0, �3:�4 < b < 0:�7)
led Ambartsumian (1949) to propose the existence of the
OB association CMa OB1. Markarian (1952) identi�ed
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Figure 14: Left: positions and proper motions (bottom) and

parallaxes (top) for 30 classical members of Canis Major OB1{

R1 (�lled symbols). The 16 open symbols show all Hipparcos

O{B5 stars with � � 5 mas in the �eld 220��`�227�, �4��b�

2� (dotted lines), which are not classical members. The large

open circle at (`; b) = (224:�72; 0:�38) denotes the open cluster

NGC2353. HIP33735 (` = 221:�85; � = 6:16 � 1:29 mas) falls

outside the upper panel. HIP34536 (�lled square) is Herbst &

Assousa's (1977) runaway star, and the gray circle denotes their

supernova shell. Right: Comer�on et al.'s (1998) 14 CMa OB1{

R1 members. The new candidate runaway star HIP35707 is the

�lled square; its proper motion is 17 mas yr �1. The asterisk

denotes the projected expansion center. The �eld has been

shifted 2:�5 in Galactic longitude with respect to the left panel.

11 probable members, and derived an angular diameter of
�4� and a very uncertain distance of 960 pc6. Ruprecht
(1966) assumed that the young open cluster NGC2353 (age
�12.6 Myr [Hoag et al. 1961]; age �76 Myr [Fitzgerald,
Harris & Reed 1990]) constitutes a stellar concentration in
CMa OB1 (cf. Ambartsumian 1949, 1954), and therefore
listed its distance as the open cluster distance of 1315 pc
(Becker 1963).

Based on UBV measurements, Clari�a (1974a, b) found
44 members of CMa OB1, derived a distance of
1150�140 pc and an age �3 Myr, and con�rmed its physi-
cal relation to the association of reection nebulae CMa R1
(Racine 1968; Herbst, Racine & Warner 1978) and to the
open cluster NGC2353 (cf. Eggen 1978). The CMa OB1
members are the main exciting stars of the HII regions
S292, S296, and S297, which are physically related to
the R association. Star formation in this CMa OB1{R1
complex was initiated recently: very young objects are
present, among which the classical Herbig emission-line
stars Z CMa (HIP34042) and HD53367 (HIP34116). An
upper limit of 3 Myr for the age of the complex was de-
rived from the main-sequence lifetime of the massive O-
star progenitor of the carbon star W CMa (HIP34413,
CII...; Herbst, Racine & Richer 1977).

Herbst & Assousa (1977; cf. Reynolds & Ogden 1978;
Machnik et al. 1980) found that CMa R1 lies on the outer

6Schmidt (1958) copied Markarian's distances but lists 950 pc.

edge of an H� emission ring, centered on (`; b) = (225:�5;
�1:�5) with a radius of �1:�5. The form of the ring, its po-
sition with respect to CMa R1, the small age of CMa R1,
the detection of the ring in radio wavelengths, an expand-
ing HI shell at the same location, and the runaway star
HD54662 (HIP34536, O6), possibly related to a supernova
explosion (Blaauw 1961), led these authors to suggest that
this ring is a supernova shell with an age of �0.5 Myr.

New results: Based on Hipparcos proper motions (alone)
for 14 O and early B-type stars, corrected for Solar motion
and Galactic rotation, and assuming a distance of 1150 pc,
Comer�on, Torra & G�omez (1998) claim the detection of an
expanding structure, with center (`; b) = (226:�5;�1:�6),
and an expansion age of 1:5 Myr. According to these au-
thors, the expansion of 15 km s�1, and the spatial arrange-
ment of the stars, con�rm that a supernova was respon-
sible for the formation of CMa OB1{R1. Furthermore,
they propose a new candidate for the runaway star related
to the supernova: HIP35707 (O9V), which has a residual
tangential velocity of 90 km s�1 (at the assumed distance
of 1150 pc, cf. � = �0:81�0:84 mas) directed away from
the expansion center, and a corresponding runaway age of
�1 Myr.

Our member selection procedure is unable to detect a
moving group in the CMa OB1{R1 �eld because of the
small (often barely signi�cant) proper motions and par-
allaxes of the candidate members. Figure 14 (left panel)
shows the 30 classical members of CMa OB1{R1 contained
in the Hipparcos Catalogue, 24 of which have spectral type
O{B5 (Racine 1968, and Herbst et al. 1978 [10]; Clari�a
1974b [19]; Welin 1979 [1; Ape emission-line shell star
HIP33436]). The 16 open symbols show all remaining Hip-
parcos O{B5 stars with parallaxes � � 5 mas in the �eld
220��`�227�, �4��b�2�, a region somewhat larger than
Ruprecht's and Clari�a's �elds. The parallax distribution
shows that the majority of stars lies beyond �500 pc. The
right panel is slightly shifted in ` with respect to the left
panel, and shows the 14 CMa OB1{R1 members suggested
by Comer�on et al. (1998).

6.3. Monoceros OB1

Pre-Hipparcos: The Mon OB1 association mainly con-
sists of the open cluster NGC2264 and the R association
Mon R1, as well as a rich molecular cloud complex (Herbst
1980) with numerous emission-line objects (e.g., Herbig &
Rao 1972; Cohen & Kuhi 1979; Ogura 1984) and one de-
tected outow object (Margulis et al. 1990). NGC2264 is
an open cluster at �950 pc with �150 members brighter
than V = 15m, and age�3 Myr (P�erez 1991). The up-turn
around spectral type A0 in the color-magnitude diagram
suggests that low-mass stars are still contracting toward
the zero-age main sequence (e.g., Walker 1956; Vasilevskis,
Sanders & Balz 1965). The R association Mon R1 is lo-
cated only 2� from NGC2264, and is part of the same cloud
complex (Racine 1968; Herbst et al. 1982). Mon R1 shows
a similar up-turn of the main sequence for the A-type
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Figure 15: Positions and proper motions (left) and parallaxes

(right) of the classical Monoceros OB1 members in the Hip-

parcos Catalogue (�lled symbols), and all stars earlier than A0

with parallaxes � < 10 mas (open circles). One star lies outside

the plotted parallax range (� = �5:93 � 6:94 mas). The clas-

sical NGC2264 members (Walker 1956) are denoted by �lled

circles. Their parallaxes, ��3 mas, do not �t the distance es-

timate of �1 kpc (e.g., Walker 1956; P�erez 1991). The �lled

squares are the classical Mon R1 members (Racine 1968, Herbst

et al. 1982). The proper motion and parallax of HIP31065 ([`; b]

�[202�; 0�], open circle) indicate that it may belong to Mon R1

(also known as Col 95). The �lled triangles are the additional

Mon OB1 members proposed by Turner (1976). NGC2244, the

open cluster associated with the Rosetta nebula, is also indi-

cated.

stars. Turner (1976) published a new list of 14 photomet-
ric Mon OB1 members distributed over an area of 4�� 8�,
including the concentrations of NGC2264 and Mon R1.
The area contains two large HII regions, one centered on
NGC2264, the other on NGC2244 (the Rosetta nebula),
and a supernova remnant, the Monoceros Ring. NGC2244
is part of the Mon OB2 association at 1.4 kpc (Ruprecht
1966). Several expanding shells have been observed in the
Mon OB1 region. Blitz (1978) reported an HI shell, ex-
pansion velocity of �15 km s�1, adjacent to the molecular
clouds. The shell is similar to the HI shell observed in
CMa OB1 (x6.2). Kutner et al. (1979) reported a ring
structure in the Mon R1 molecular clouds which appears
to be kinematically distinct from the Mon OB1 molecular
cloud complex. They also found evidence for an expanding
HI shell associated with the molecular ring, and estimated
an expansion age of 1{3 Myr.

New results: The Hipparcos data do not allow a rig-
orous kinematic member selection. The parallel proper
motions of the 5 NGC2264 members contained in the Cat-
alogue con�rm NGC2264 as a moving group (Figure 15).
However, four of these have parallaxes larger than 2.5 mas,
corresponding to a distance�

<400 pc, which is much smaller
than previous estimates. One of these stars is S Mon
(HIP31978, O7). Due to the small angular size of the clus-
ter the Hipparcos measurements are correlated and must
be treated with care. The 4 Mon R1 members observed

by Hipparcos have parallaxes of �1:3�1:0 mas, consistent
with the classical distance of 1 kpc. Of the 10 stars in the
Catalogue suggested by Turner (1976) one is a member of
Mon R1 and two belong to NGC2264. The proper mo-
tions of the remaining 7 stars do not show a clear sign of
a moving group, and their parallaxes vary between �1:97
and 3:57 mas (Figure 15).

6.4. Orion OB1

Pre-Hipparcos: Of all OB associations, Ori OB1 undoubt-
edly has received most attention (e.g., Warren & Hesser
1977a, b, 1978; Goudis 1982; Brown, Walter & Blaauw
1998). It is related to the Orion molecular cloud complex,
which is a site of active star formation (e.g., McCaugh-
rean & Burkert 1998). Blaauw (1964a) divided Ori OB1
into four subgroups: 1a, northwest of the Belt stars; 1b,
the Belt region, including the Belt stars; 1c, the Sword
region; and 1d, the Orion Nebula cluster region, including
the Trapezium stars.

The most recent photometric census of Ori OB1 was
carried out by Brown et al. (1994), who determined mem-
bership, distances (1a: 380�90 pc; 1b: 360�70 pc; 1c:
400�90 pc; 1d: undetermined due to nebulosity and small
number of stars), ages (1a: 11.4�1.9Myr; 1b: 1.7�1.1Myr;
1c: 4.6�2 Myr; 1d: <1 Myr), and found the initial mass
function for subgroups 1a, 1b, and 1c to be a single power
law: �(logM)d logM /M�1:7�0:2d logM . These authors
showed that the total energy output of the association over
its lifetime can explain the observed Orion{Eridanus HI
shell surrounding Ori OB1 (cf. Burrows et al. 1993; Brown,
Hartmann & Burton 1995). In a proper motion study of
the Orion Nebula cluster, Tian et al. (1996) derived an up-
per limit on the velocity dispersion of �2 km s�1 (assum-
ing a distance of 470 pc), and concluded that the cluster
is unbound.

Early evidence for pre-main sequence objects in Orion
was discussed by Haro (1953) and Walker (1969). H�
and X-ray surveys (e.g., Nakano, Wiramihardja & Kogure
1995; Alcal�a et al. 1996; Walter, Wolk & Sherry 1998) have
uncovered hundreds of emission-line and X-ray sources in
Ori OB1, of which many are likely to be pre-main sequence
stars (Alcal�a, Chavarr��a{K. & Terranegra 1998; Brown et
al. 1998). The population of low-mass pre-main sequence
stars clustered around � Ori (HIP26549; O9.5V...) in sub-
group 1b has a similar age as the high-mass members of
the subgroup (Walter et al. 1998). At V > 12m, these stars
are too faint to be included in the Hipparcos Catalogue.

New results: Unfortunately, the relative motion of the
Ori OB1 association is mostly directed radially away from
the Sun. This makes it very hard to detect the association
with our selection procedure using the Hipparcos measure-
ments, as is illustrated in Figure 16. However, Ori OB1
is such a well-studied association that Brown et al. (1998)
decided to analyse the Hipparcos data in a provisional way
in order to constrain its distance. They show that a rough
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Figure 16: Positions and proper motions (bottom) and paral-

laxes (top) in the subgroups of Orion OB1, for the stars selected

according to the proper motion criterion given in eq. (8). The

proper motions are small because Ori OB1 lies near the di-

rection of the Solar Antapex. The parallaxes in subgroup 1a

(asterisks) are generally larger than those in 1b (�lled circles)

and 1c (�lled squares). The contours present the 100�m IRAS

ux map.

selection of Ori OB1 members can be made by requiring:

(�� cos � � 0:44)2 + (�� + 0:65)2 � 25; (8)

where the units are mas yr�1. The resulting set of stars
overlaps the Brown et al. (1994) list of photometric mem-
bers by 96 per cent. Figure 16 shows the stars located
close to the Orion molecular clouds, selected according to
eq. (8). The parallaxes of the members of subgroup 1a are
signi�cantly larger than those of 1b and 1c (Figure 16).
Taking the parallax distributions at face value, the mean
distances to the subgroups (cf. x3.6) are: 336�16 pc for
1a, 473�33 pc for 1b and 506�37 pc for 1c, where the
quoted errors are the formal errors on the mean distances.
The actual uncertainty is larger due to the simpli�ed mem-
ber selection. Deriving more accurate distance estimates
requires better knowledge of membership. The only �rm
conclusion we can draw at this point is that 1a is located
signi�cantly closer to the Sun than 1b and 1c. The im-
plications of the smaller distance of 1a are discussed by
Brown et al. (1998).

7. PERSEUS, TAURUS, CASSIOPEIA AND

CAMELOPARDALIS

The Perseus region contains the well-studied association
Per OB2, as well as the � Persei cluster, listed as Per OB3
by Ruprecht (1966). It may be related to the old Cas{Tau
association, which we discuss here also. Cam OB1 lies at
a larger distance, but in the same general direction.

7.1. Perseus OB2

Pre-Hipparcos: Blaauw (1944; cf. Blaauw 1952a) noticed
the presence of 15 O{B3 stars concentrated in a region
of 6� diameter in Perseus: Per OB2, sometimes called
the � Persei association or moving cluster after its bright-
est member. Other special classical members are: � Per
(doubtful member because of deviating radial velocity;
vrad = 67:1 km s�1), X Per (high-mass X-ray binary),
o Per, 40 Per, HD23060 (unknown radial velocity), AG Per
(double-lined eclipsing binary), HD21483 (star in nebulos-
ity with deviating radial velocity), and BD+31 643 (heav-
ily reddened B star with � Pic-like circumstellar disk [Kalas
& Jewitt 1997; Lissauer 1997]). Blaauw (1944) derived a
photometric distance of 267 pc, a mean radial velocity of
19:4 km s�1, and a mean space motion of 21:7 km s�1.

In a subsequent study, Blaauw (1952a; cf. Delhaye &
Blaauw 1953) deduced a kinematic expansion age of
1.3 Myr. The star o Per was omitted from the analysis as it
did not obey the expansion. Delhaye & Blaauw (1953) sug-
gested that the proper motions of o Per, as well as of X Per
and HD23478, deviate from the cluster mean because these
stars are actually multiple systems in which an invisible,
massive companion is still contracting towards the main se-
quence. Lesh (1969) repeated Blaauw's expansion analysis
using new proper motions for 9 bright Per OB2 members,
and obtained an expansion age of 1:3�0:1 Myr. The right
ascension proper motions of the stars o Per and 40 Per de-
viated strongly from the expansion pattern and were not
taken into account.

Later studies of the stellar content of Per OB2 were
mainly photometric (e.g., Morgan et al. 1953; Harris 1956;
Hardie, Seyfert & Grenchik 1957; Seyfert, Hardie & Gren-
chik 1960; Borgman & Blaauw 1964; Rydgren 1971; Guet-
ter 1977; �Cernis 1993). The derived ages range from 2
to 15 Myr (e.g., Klochkova & Kopylov 1985; de Zeeuw &
Brand 1985; Gim�enez & Clausen 1994).

Blaauw (1952a) discussed the embedded, nebulous open
cluster IC348�80 south of o Per as a possible concentration
in Per OB2 (Gingrich 1922; Hubble 1922a, b; Greenstein
1948; Harris, Morgan & Roman 1954, 1955; Strom, Strom
& Carrasco 1974; �Cernis 1993). Proper motions revealed
8 members, the brightest of which is BD+31 643 (B5V).
The proper motions used by Fredrick (1954, 1956) showed
that `... o Per is not a member of the nucleus and perhaps
is not even a member of the association'. Later discoveries
of H� emission-line T Tauri stars (Herbig 1954), reec-
tion nebulae (Racine 1968), infrared sources (Ladd, Lada
& Myers 1993), X-ray selected T Tauri stars (Preibisch,
Zinnecker & Herbig 1996), and photometrically detected
pre-main sequence stars have led to the recognition that
star formation in IC348 has been going on continuously
for 3{7 Myr (e.g., Strom et al. 1974; Lada & Lada 1995;
Trullols & Jordi 1997).

The Per OB2 region is rich in patches of bright and
dark nebulosities. The interstellar material in Perseus
is distributed in various layers at various distances, and
the obscuring material has a patchy, inhomogeneous dis-
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Figure 17: Left: positions and proper motions (bottom) and parallaxes (top) for the 41 Perseus OB2 members. Filled circles

indicate OB-type members (17 stars), while open circles refer to later-type members (24 stars). The �lled square denotes the

runaway � Per. The related HII region NGC1499 (`California nebula') lies �1� above � Per (e.g., Bohnenstengel & Wendker 1976).

The gray ring denotes the expanding HI shell detected by Sancisi et al. (1974). The small dashed circles indicate the positions of

(1) IC348, (2) NGC1333, and (3) the Pleiades. The 3�� 3� dotted box is centered on HIP17113 (` = 159:�85; b = �18:�61), and

is enlarged in the middle panel. Middle: IRAS 60�m map of the cores IC348 (with overlapping dots at the positions of the stars

HIP17465 and 17468) and B3/L1468{1470 in the Per OB2 molecular cloud. The position of the bright star o Per is shown for

reference. HIP17113 seems to be related to a ring in the interstellar medium with a radius of �0:�6. Right: color-magnitude diagram,

not corrected for reddening, for 40 of the 41 Per OB2 members (without HIP17561). Symbols as in the left panel. HIP20324 has

B�V = 2:m020. The main sequence is broadened by di�erential reddening, stellar multiplicity, and a distance spread of �0:m4.

tribution (e.g., Heeschen 1951; Lynds 1969; Rydgren 1971;
�Cernis 1990, 1993; Krelowski, Megier & Strobel 1996).
Some of the material at 140 to 180 pc might simply be
an extension of the Taurus dark clouds to the northwest
(�Cernis 1990, 1993; Cernicharo, Bachiller & Duvert 1985).
The elongated chain of dark, molecular condensations call-
ed the Per OB2 molecular cloud (e.g., Sargent 1979) hosts
several isolated, opaque molecular cores, of which only
IC348 and NGC1333 (e.g., Lada et al. 1974; Lada, Alves
& Lada 1996), separated by 3:�5, contain young B stars.
Several hundreds of pre-main sequence objects are known
in and around IC348 and NGC1333 (e.g., Herbig 1954;
Herbig & Rao 1972; Preibisch et al. 1996; Trullols & Jordi
1997; Preibisch 1997). They generally have V�15m{20m,
and were hence not observed by Hipparcos.

A physical relation between Per OB2 and the Per OB2
molecular cloud has never been proven beyond doubt, due
to the uncertain distance estimates to the cloud, which
range from 150 to 500 pc (Rydgren 1971; Strom et al.
1974). However, Sancisi (1970; cf. Sancisi et al. 1974)
found complex gas and dust clouds, which were interpreted
as an expanding supernova remnant shell of interstellar
matter physically connected with Per OB2 and Gould's
Belt. Sancisi (1974; cf. Loren 1976; Hartquist & Mor�ll
1983) suggested that the stars in Per OB2 formed 1{4 Myr
ago in the densest parts of this shell (e.g., �Opik 1953).
Indirect `evidence' for this supernova explosion is provided
by the existence of the runaway O star � Per (HIP18614;
Blaauw 1961, 1964a).

New results: We �nd 41 Hipparcos members of Per OB2:
17 B, 16 A, 2 F, 2 G, 3 K, and 1 M-type. All 17 clas-
sical members (Blaauw 1944, 1952a) were observed by
Hipparcos. We con�rm only 8 of them, among which
� Per (HIP18246, B1Ib), 40 Per (HIP17313, B0.5V), and
AG Per (HIP19201, B5V:p; but see Gim�enez & Clausen
1994). Three of the 9 rejected classical proper motion
members have unreliable or insigni�cant astrometric pa-
rameters: HIP17631 (B3IV...), X Per (HIP18350, O9.5pe;
also known as `non-conventional member' [e.g., Borgman
& Blaauw 1964; Wackerling 1972; Sargent 1979]), and
BD+31 6437 (HIP17465, B5V; brightest member of IC348,
of which Gingrich 12 [HIP17468, A2] is another member).
Another three were already suspected to be peculiar or
even non members: o Per (HIP17448, B1III; see e.g., Del-
haye & Blaauw 1953; Fredrick 1954, 1956; Sargent 1979;
Snow et al. 1994), HD21483 (HIP16203, B3III; cf. Schreur
1970; Sargent 1979), and the runaway � Per (HIP18614,
O7.5Iab:).

The early-type members give a mean distance of
318�27 pc, somewhat smaller than most previous values.
The interloper analysis predicts one or two spurious B-type
members and �10 A-type members. Figure 17 (left panel)
shows the positions and parallaxes of the 41 members. The
late-type members clumped around (`; b)�(151�;�16�),
and separated by �5� from the main body of the clus-
ter, could be interlopers. The Per OB2 molecular cloud

7The parallax and proper motion of HIP17468 have been �xed to

those of HIP17465 as indicated by H60 = F.
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Figure 18: Left: positions and proper motions (bottom) and parallaxes (top) of the � Persei (Perseus OB3) members. Filled circles

indicate B-type stars, and open circles the later spectral types. Right: color-magnitude diagram, not corrected for reddening, for

the � Persei members. Symbols as in the left panels. The main sequence extends from B3Ve (V = 3:m96) to G3V (V = 10:m84).

roughly connects the dashed circles (1; IC348) and (2;
NGC1333).

Figure 17 (right panel) shows the color-magnitude dia-
gram, not corrected for reddening. The brightest member,
� Per (B1Ib), is an evolved star, leaving 40 Per (B0.5V)
as the brightest main-sequence member. The large and
variable extinction in the Perseus region (e.g., Lynds 1969;
�Cernis 1990, 1993), combined with a large fraction of spec-
troscopic binaries (e.g., Gim�enez & Clausen 1994) is prob-
ably responsible for the broad main sequence. The 7 stars
with B � V > 1m include all members later than spectral
type F (the brightest is 62 Ari [HIP15696, G5III], most
likely an interloper) and HIP17113. The Hipparcos Cat-
alogue lists HIP17113 as an F2 star, with V = 9:m03 and
B�V = 1:m13 based on Tycho photometry. The SIMBAD
database gives a spectral type B5, with V = 10:m6 and
B�V = �0:m1 based on aperture photometry. The IRAS
60�m map (Figure 17) shows that the star appears to be
located at the center of a ring (or shell) of radius �0:�6
(3:3 pc at an assumed distance of 318 pc). The star seems
to be surrounded by interstellar material related to the
molecular globule B3/L1468{1470 (Barnard 1927; Lynds
1962). We suspect this has inuenced the photometric
measurements reported in SIMBAD.

7.2. Cassiopeia{Taurus and � Persei (Per OB3)

Pre-Hipparcos: The Cassiopeia{Taurus group was iden-
ti�ed and studied by Blaauw (1956). He proposed 49
members of spectral type B5 and earlier, in an area of
140�� 100�, which showed remarkably parallel motions.
Blaauw concluded that this group formed an old, nearly
dissolved, association at �140 pc, with an expansion age
of �50 Myr. Based on the similar velocity and distance of
the Cas{Tau group and the cluster � Persei, Blaauw sug-

gested that the two belonged to the same physical group.
Rasmuson (1921) already reported an extended stream of
stars around � Persei that shared its motion. Using new
radial velocities, Petrie (1958) claimed that Cas{Tau is not
a physical group. Crawford (1963) suggested that either
the group did not exist, or that there was a large contam-
ination by non members, based on a large scatter in the
intrinsic color versus H� relation.

The � Persei moving group was discovered indepen-
dently by B. Boss (1910), Eddington (1910) and Kapteyn
(1911) after publication of the Preliminary General Cata-
log by L. Boss. They noted a group of �16 bright early-
type stars with large proper motions, well-separated from
the early-type �eld population. Later studies extended
and re�ned the list of members to V �

< 12m and spectral
types earlier than G5, using photometric, proper motion
and radial velocity measurements (e.g., Roman & Mor-
gan 1950; Harris 1956; Heckmann, Dieckvoss & Kox 1956;
Heckmann & L�ubeck 1958; Artyukhina 1972; Fresneau
1980). CCD photometry identi�ed �300 candidate mem-
bers to V�19m (e.g., Stau�er et al. 1985; Stau�er, Hart-
mann & Jones 1989; Prosser 1992). Meynet, Mermilliod
& Maeder (1993) estimated an age of �50 Myr for this
group.

New results: Only 52 of the 170 stars in the classical list
of bright � Persei members (Heckmann & L�ubeck 1958)
are contained in the Hipparcos Catalogue. Our selection
method rejects 13 of these, but adds another 40, resulting
in a total of 79 members: 30 B, 33 A, 12 F, 2 G, and 2
K-type, nearly all of them with large membership probabil-
ity (Table C1). We con�rm � Per (HIP15863, F5Ib) itself
as member. Two of the 13 rejected stars fall outside the
proper motion window for the secure members as de�ned
in Table A1, and 7 have parallaxes smaller than 4 mas,
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Figure 19: Upper left panels: positions, proper motions, and parallaxes for 47 classical members of the Cassiopeia{Taurus

association proposed by Blaauw (1956). The two classical members � Ara (HIP85792) and � UMa (HIP67301) lie outside these

panels (see x7.2). Filled circles are con�rmed Cas{Tau members. Open circles are stars rejected by our selection procedure. The

large open circle and open square represent the � Persei and Pleiades cluster, respectively. Lower left panels: positions, proper

motions, and parallaxes for 83 Cas{Tau members in the �eld 118�� ` � 220� and �45�� b � 12� with � > 2 mas. Field and

parallax limits are indicated as dotted lines. Lower right panel: color-magnitude diagram, not corrected for reddening, for the 83

Cas{Tau members (�lled circles), and rejected classical members (open circles). Upper right panels: positions, proper motions, and

parallaxes for 12 T Tauri stars (�lled squares; Frink et al. 1997), and 21 B-type members (open squares; Walter & Boyd 1991),

associated with the Tau{Aur star-forming region.

and discordant proper motions. Three of the remaining
stars are labeled as binary in the Hipparcos Catalogue
(two `G'-type and one component `C' solution). Most of
the members are located in a region of 3�� 3�, consistent
with the 1:�25 and 2:�5 radii for the `nucleus' and `corona',
respectively, found by Artyukhina (1972). However, we
�nd a `halo' of 10�, consisting mostly of A-type stars (Fig-
ure 18). We expect �5 interloper A stars (Table A2) which
may partly explain this extended component of the mov-
ing group (but see below). We select 10 of the 16 stars
proposed by Eddington (1910). This high success rate is
mainly due to the small distance (177�4 pc), and large
tangential streaming velocity (�30 km s�1) with respect
to the Sun.

The � Persei main sequence in the color-magnitude
diagram shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 18 is re-
markably narrow. It is the result of nearly negligible di�er-
ential reddening, and a small distance spread. The turno�

at the bright end is consistent with an age of �50 Myr.
The absence of late-type members is only apparent, and is
due to the completeness limits of the Hipparcos Catalogue.

Unlike previous fundamental catalogs, the Hipparcos
Catalogue is free of regional systematic errors, which makes
it possible to establish reliable kinematic membership of
groups covering a large area on the sky, such as Cas{Tau.
We �rst applied our selection procedure to all OB stars
in the �eld 118�� ` � 220� and �45�� b � 12�. We ex-
cluded the secure � Persei members in order to prevent
confusion between the Cas{Tau group and � Persei. To
avoid a large contamination by distant objects in this very
large �eld we con�ned the search to all stars with paral-
laxes � > 2 mas. We did not consider later-type stars
for the same reason. The refurbished convergent point
method (x3.1) recognizes Cas{Tau as a moving group and
�nds a convergent point (`cp; bcp) = (243:�6;�13:�1). The
Spaghetti method (x3.2) �nds multiple peaks in velocity
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space. The highest peak corresponds to the �eld B stars at
a velocity of (U; V;W ) = (�10:19;�6:36;�7:08) km s�1.
However, there is a signi�cant secondary peak at a velocity
(U; V;W ) = (�13:24;�19:69;�6:38) km s�1, which corre-
sponds to Cas{Tau. The resulting convergent point and
streaming velocity with respect to the Sun are (`cp; bcp) =
(236:�1;�15:�1) and S = 24:6 km s�1, respectively. The
convergent points found by both methods are remarkably
similar to each other and to the results of Blaauw (1956),
(`cp; bcp) = (233:�9;�12:�0) and S = 23:9 km s�1, Petrie
(1958), (`cp; bcp) = (225:�1;�10:�2) and S = 20:1 km s�1,
and Eggen (1961), (U; V;W ) = (�15:1;�19:6;�5:6) km s�1.

We select 83 stars which are consistent with the de-
rived convergent point and space velocity (Figure 19). The
expected number of interlopers in the large �eld is �50
(Table A2). While this number is substantial, it is sig-
ni�cantly smaller than 83, which strengthens the conclu-
sion that Cas{Tau is a physical group. Our procedure
selects 16 of the 49 classical Cas{Tau members proposed
by Blaauw. One other classical member (HIP19343) is a
secure member of � Persei. Six classical members brighter
than V = 4m are rejected by our selection scheme. Two
of these are foreground objects: � UMa (HIP67301; B3V;
[`; b] = [100:�69; 65:�32]; � = 32:39 mas; V = 1:m85) and
� Ara (HIP85792; B2Vne; [`; b] = [340:�75;�8:�82]; � =
13:46 mas; V = 2:m84). Another three have indications of
binarity (HIP4427, HIP18532, HIP26451). The distances
of the Cas{Tau stars vary systematically with `, ranging
between 125 and 300 pc. This is not unexpected, given the
large physical size and unknown orientation of this group.

The color-magnitude diagram of the 83 B-type Cas{
Tau members is narrower than the similar diagram for the
classical members. The expected distance spread is �1:m9.
Three of the six highly reddened stars (B�V > 0:m25) are
located within 5� of each other, and are probably obscured
by the same `cloud complex' ([`; b]�[133�; 6�]).

The motion of the � Persei cluster is consistent with
that of Cas{Tau, which thus con�rms the physical relation
between the two groups. It also suggests that the halo
of � Persei members mentioned above is the inner region
of the Cas{Tau group. These results provide kinematic
support for the hypothesis that the � Persei cluster and the
Cas{Tau association have a common origin, with � Persei
surviving as a bound structure. This is in harmony with
the age estimates of �50 Myr for both the cluster and the
association.

The Taurus{Auriga clouds lie in this same area, near
(`; b)�(170�;�20�), at a distance of �140 pc (e.g., Kenyon,
Dobrzycka & Hartmann 1994). It is natural to ask whether
this well-known site of low-mass star formation is also kine-
matically related to the Cas{Tau association. Walter &
Boyd (1991) searched for B stars with similar kinematics
as the low-mass stars in the Tau{Aur clouds. They identi-
�ed 29 such stars; 21 are listed in the Hipparcos Catalogue,
and 7 of these are in the original Cas{Tau list of Blaauw
(1956). We reject all of the latter, and select only 2 of the
remaining 14 as Cas{Tau members. Figure 19 shows that

the proper motions of the Walter & Boyd stars have a large
dispersion in magnitude and direction. Frink et al. (1997)
used proper motions with accuracies of �5 mas yr�1 to
identify a moving group of pre-main sequence objects in
Tau{Aur. Twelve of their objects are listed in the Hip-
parcos Catalogue. The directions of the Hipparcos proper
motions of these stars are reasonably similar, but they
di�er by �40� from that of the Cas{Tau members. We
conclude that the star-forming region in Tau{Aur and the
old Cas{Tau association are distinct stellar groups.

7.3. Camelopardalis OB1

Morgan et al. (1953) investigated the luminous star con-
tent in Camelopardalis, and found evidence for an `aggre-
gate', Cam OB1, of 8 early-type stars at a distance of
�900 pc. Ruprecht (1966) extended this list with 2 stars.
The 10 members are spread over an area of 15�� 3� on
the sky. The corresponding physical dimensions, 240 pc�
50 pc, make a common origin for these stars implausible
(cf. Garmany & Stencel 1992). Humphreys (1978) com-
piled a list of 19 luminous stars for Cam OB1 based on
positions, photometric distances and, when available, ra-
dial velocities. She derived a distance of �1 kpc. However,
these stars are distributed over an even larger area on the
sky than the 10 stars of Ruprecht. Haug (1970) found
39 luminous Cam OB1 members in an area of 4�� 2� at
�1 kpc, associated with the HII region S202 located at
(`; b)�(140�; 2�) at �800 pc (Brand & Blitz 1993). Digel
et al. (1996) also associated Cam OB1 with S202 based
on the velocity of the stellar association and the CO emis-
sion from the cloud complex containing S202. The region
around S202 is an active star-forming complex containing
outow objects and HII regions (Blitz, Fich & Stark 1982;
Snell et al. 1984; Campbell, Persson & McGregor 1986), as
well as the R association Cam R1 (�870 pc; Racine 1968).
Some of the Cam OB1 members according to Morgan et
al., Ruprecht, and Humphreys are identi�ed as Cam R1
members by Racine.

The Hipparcos parallaxes of the classical members are
consistent with a distance of �1 kpc (Figure 20). The
proper motions of the classical members are small, and
do not allow identi�cation of a moving group. The �eld
also contains three open clusters: NGC1502 (at �900 pc),
IC1848 (at �2.5 kpc), and IC1805 (at �2.2 kpc) (Mermil-
liod 1998).

Camelopardalis embraces a star-forming region of con-
siderable dimensions, which clearly requires a detailed
study of its internal structure and kinematics, compara-
ble to what Hipparcos allows us to do for the nearest
associations. This will be complicated by the fact that
Camelopardalis lies in the direction of the Perseus spiral
arm, so that the large number of early-type stars and gi-
ants might be caused by accidental alignments along the
line of sight.
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Figure 20: Positions and proper motions (bottom) and par-

allaxes (top) of the classical Camelopardalis OB1 members in

the Hipparcos Catalogue, �lled symbols, and all OB-type stars

with parallaxes � < 5 mas, open circles. Filled triangles denote

the Cam OB1 members from Haug (1970). The concentrations

at (`; b)�(143:�5; 7:�5), (137:�5; 1:�0), and (135:�0; 1:�0) are three

distant open clusters: NGC1502, IC1848, and IC1805, respec-

tively.

8. LACERTA, CEPHEUS, CYGNUS AND SCUTUM

The Cepheus and Cygnus region is rich in luminous young
stars, molecular cloud complexes and active star-forming
regions. The most striking example is the Cygnus X com-
plex, which is �10� in diameter, at a distance of �1 kpc
(e.g., Wendker, Higgs & Landecker 1991). Ruprecht (1966)
lists 5 OB associations in Cepheus and 9 in Cygnus. All
associations in Cygnus, except Cyg OB4 and 7, are most
likely physically connected to the Cygnus Superbubble
and are located beyond 1 kpc. We start by studying
Lac OB1, which has remarkably little associated interstel-
lar medium. Then we discuss Cep OB2, 3, and 4, a new
group in Cepheus, which we refer to as Cep OB6, as well
as Cyg OB4 and Cyg OB7. We conclude this section with
the one remaining nearby association of Table 1, Sct OB2.

8.1. Lacerta OB1

Pre-Hipparcos: Blaauw's (1952a) detection of expansion of
Per OB2 con�rmed Ambartsumian's hypothesis that OB
associations are young, unbound groups. Stimulated by
these results, Blaauw & Morgan (1953; cf. Blaauw 1952c)
found similar evidence for a young aggregate containing
29 candidate O{B5 members in the �eld 60�< `I < 75�,
�20�< bI < �5�: Lac OB1. Among the members were
the O9V star 10 Lac (HIP111841), and the � CMa-type
variables 12 Lac (HIP112031) and 16 Lac (HIP113281).
The B2V and B3V stars gave a distance of 460 pc. Based
on 25 members, a disputed expansion age of 4.2 Myr was
derived: because of systematic errors in the right ascension

proper motion components, the analysis used declination
values alone, which possibly contained systematic errors
as well (van Herk 1959). A re-analysis with new data by
Woolley & Eggen (1958) could not con�rm the expansion
of Lac OB1 (cf. Ste�ey 1973). Lesh (1969) used new proper
motions for 10 stars (Delhaye, unpublished) to obtain an
expansion age of 2:5� 0:5 Myr.

Based on proper motions and radial velocities (Delhaye
& Blaauw, unpublished), Blaauw (1958) divided Lac OB1
in an old dispersed subgroup `a' (15 stars; 16{25 Myr), and
a younger concentrated subgroup `b' (11 stars; 12{16 Myr,
see Blaauw 1964a, 1991). The Hertzsprung{Russell dia-
gram was consistent with this division: the members of
subgroup `a' were somewhat brighter on average, and con-
sequently older, than those of `b', while also lacking the
earliest spectral types. These results were con�rmed by
Crawford (1961) and Lesh (1969). Lesh also derived di�er-
ent distances for the subgroups: 368 pc for `a' and 603 pc
for `b' (cf. Crawford & Warren 1976: 417 and 479 pc, re-
spectively). Nonetheless, the reality of `a' has always been
controversial (e.g., Lesh 1969). Consequently, most studies
focused on `b', often referred to as Lac OB1. Ruprecht's
(1966) �eld, 96:�0 < ` < 98:�0, �18:�7 < b < �15:�6, indeed
refers to subgroup `b' exclusively. Besides polarization
studies (e.g., Krzem��nski & Oskanjan 1961), radial veloc-
ity (e.g., Blaauw & van Albada 1963; Bijaoui, Lacoarret &
Granes 1981) and rotational velocity (e.g., Abt & Hunter
1962) studies, several photometric and spectroscopic in-
vestigations were conducted (e.g., Harris 1955; Seyfert &
Hardie 1957; Blaauw 1958; Hardie & Seyfert 1959; Craw-
ford 1960, 1961; Adelman 1968, 1973; Lesh 1968; Crawford
& Warren 1976; Levato & Abt 1976; Guetter 1976).

New results: We �nd 96 Hipparcos members: 1 O, 35
B, 46 A, 1 F, 8 K, 3 M-type, 1 star without spectral clas-
si�cation (HIP111762), and the carbon star HIP116681 at
the edge of our �eld. We con�rm 16 of the 29 Blaauw

& Morgan (1953) members (among which are 10, 12, and
16 Lac). The two B2V stars HIP110790 and HIP110849
labeled as `Field star?' in Blaauw & Morgan's table 1
are both selected as members. We also con�rm HD215227
(HIP112148, B5:ne; Harris 1955), HD213976 (HIP111429;
Odenwald 1988; Olano, Walmsley & Wilson 1994), but re-
ject HD211835 (HIP110177, B3:Ve; e.g., Crampton 1968),
HD215304 and HD213421 (HIP112215, A1V, and
HIP111106, Ap, respectively; Crawford & Warren 1976).
Only 1 of the 4 (HD209961, HIP109082, B2V) spectro-
scopic binaries discussed by van Albada & Klomp (1969)
is selected. Several other studies have put forward `spe-
cial' candidate members (e.g., Crawford 1961; Slettebak,
Bahner & Stock 1961; Adelman 1968; Kodaira, Greenstein
& Oke 1970; Levato & Abt 1976; Guetter 1976; Malaroda
1981; Garmany & Stencel 1992): we con�rm membership
of the emission-line star HD216851 (HIP113226, B3V:n),
the shell star HD213801 (HIP111337, B9V), and the red
supergiants HD213310 and HD216946 (HIP111022, M0II,
and HIP113288, K5Ibvar, respectively). We do not con-
�rm most candidate members with peculiar and/or mag-
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Figure 21: Left: positions and proper motions (bottom) and parallaxes (top) for the 96 Lacerta OB1 members. Circles (27 �lled:

OB stars; 18 open: later-type) indicate stars inside the circle with radius 5� centered on (`; b) = (97:�0;�15:�5), subgroup `b'.

Squares (9 �lled: OB stars; 42 open: later-type) denote stars outside the circle, subgroup `a'. Middle: color-magnitude diagram,

not corrected for reddening, for subgroup `a'. Twelve stars (the star without a spectral type, the carbon star, all 3 M-, and 7 of the

8 K stars) have B � V > 0:m4. Right: similar diagram for subgroup `b'. HIP113145 (A2) and HIP113237 (K2) have B � V > 0:m4,

and are not shown.

netic spectra. The very metal-poor horizontal branch star
candidate member BD+39 4926 (HIP112418, B8) has a
negative parallax.

Our �eld (Table A1) comprises the classical subgroups
`a' and `b'. Fourteen of the 17 O{B5 members lie in sub-
group `b', which for convenience we represent as a cir-
cle centered on (`; b) = (97:�0;�15:�5) with radius 5� (Fig-
ure 21). The corresponding color-magnitude diagram also
con�rms the existence of `b'. The main sequence is nar-
row, and indicates that the e�ects of di�erential redden-
ing are small. The deviating star at the bright end of the
main sequence is 10 Lac. Although it is a spectral-type
standard, it is well-known for its peculiar properties (e.g.,
Lamers et al. 1997). The brightest member is an evolved
star (HIP111104, B2IV).

Based on Hertzsprung{Russell diagrams and photo-
metric distances, several authors have concluded that most
A-type stars observed in the direction of Lacerta are not
main-sequence association members (e.g., Seyfert & Hardie
1957; Howard 1958; but see Coyne, Burley{Mead & Kauf-
man 1969 and Weaver 1970), although most studies were
incomplete at the visual magnitude of �A0V stars (e.g.,
Guetter 1976). The Hipparcos A-type members show a
nearly uniform distribution on the sky. The �25 expected
A-type interlopers, the lack of structure in the color-mag-
nitude diagram, and the presence of only a few B stars in

subgroup `a', make its existence unlikely.

We �nd a mean distance of 368�17 pc for all 96 mem-
bers, and 358�22 pc for the 45 stars in subgroup `b'.
These values are signi�cantly smaller than most previ-
ous distance estimates, including the classical value given
by Ruprecht (1966; cf. Table 1). We suspect that this is
caused by the signi�cant modi�cation of the list of mem-
bers.

8.2. Cepheus OB2

Pre-Hipparcos: The association Cep OB2 was discovered
by Ambartsumian (1949). Later investigations (Morgan
et al. 1953; Schmidt 1958; Ruprecht 1966; Humphreys8

1978; Keller 1970) con�rmed its existence. The most de-
tailed study to date is by Simonson (1968), who identi-
�ed 75 bright members, including the runaway O6Iab star
� Cep (HIP109556), which we adopt as the classical mem-
bers. The clusters NGC7160 and Trumpler 37 (Tr 37),
with its associated HII region IC1396 (Patel et al. 1995),
have similar distances as Cep OB2, �800 pc. Simon-
son & van Someren Greve (1976) suggested the division
of Cep OB2 into two subgroups. One of these is Tr 37,
with O6 as the earliest main-sequence member, one of the

8HD207306 in Humphreys' list has wrong coordinates; we suspect

the correct entry should be HD207308. HD207538 is listed twice.
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youngest known open clusters, with an age of 3{7 Myr
(e.g., Marschall, Comins & Karshner 1990). However, its
diameter of �40 pc suggests that Tr 37 is gravitationally
unbound (e.g., Kun 1986). Garrison & Kormendy (1976)
suggested that the bright star � Cep (HIP107259; M2Ia)
is a member of Tr 37. The main source of excitation of
IC1396 is the O6 star HIP106886, which is a Trapezium-
like system (e.g., Stickland 1995; Schulz, Bergh�ofer & Zin-
necker 1997). IC1396 and neighbouring areas contain, be-
sides a large number of H� emission objects, most likely T
Tauri stars (e.g., Kun 1986; Kun & P�asztor 1990; Bal�azs et
al. 1996), several globules, possibly containing embedded
young stellar objects (e.g., Duvert et al. 1990; Schwartz,
Gyulbudaghian & Wilking 1991). The other subgroup
is older, �10 Myr, consistent with the large number of
evolved massive stars which are spread over a large area,
and contains NGC7160. This subgroup is surrounded by a
9�-diameter infrared emission ring (Figure 22), which pos-
sibly resulted from a supernova explosion (Kun, Bal�azs
& T�oth 1987). This supernova might have triggered star
formation in this ring, as suggested by the presence of sev-
eral HII regions, and a number of infrared sources which
have the characteristics of embedded young stellar objects
(Bal�azs & Kun 1989).

New results: We select 76 members, 1 O, 56 B, 10 A,
5 F, 1 G, 2 K, and 1 M-type, in the Cep OB2 �eld (Ta-
ble A1 and Figure 22). The mean distance of Cep OB2
is 615�35 pc, making it the most distant association for
which the Hipparcos measurements allow kinematic mem-
ber selection (Table 2). All members with spectral type F
or later have no luminosity class information or are (su-
per)giants. Most of these may well be interlopers (Ta-
ble A2). Of the 75 stars selected as Cep OB2 members
by Simonson (1968), 61 are contained in the Hipparcos
Catalogue. We select 20 of these as secure member, and
also con�rm the physical relation of the clusters Tr 37 and
NGC7160 with Cep OB2. Neither � Cep nor HIP106886
are selected as members. However, HIP106886 is physi-
cally connected to IC1396 and de�nitely belongs to Tr 37
and thus Cep OB2; our result may be a�ected by the mul-
tiple nature of this object. Most of the members around
NGC7160 are evolved massive stars (Figure 22) support-
ing the claim that this part of the association is older than
Tr 37 where no evolved stars are selected.

Besides the two classical subgroups we �nd one other
clump at (`; b)�(102:�0;�1:�5). The mean parallax for this
clump, h�i = 1:6� 0:3 mas, is similar to that of all mem-
bers, h�i = 1:9� 0:1 mas. It lies outside the Cepheus ring
as well as outside the classical Cep OB2 �eld (Ruprecht
1966). Six of the 11 stars in the clump have radial ve-
locities, taken from the Hipparcos Input Catalogue, of
��20 km s�1, similar to the other Cep OB2 members,
whereas 5 stars, HIP109996 (B1II), 110362 (B0.5IV:n),
110431 (F2Ib), 110504 (G8Ia var), and 111071 (B0IVn),
have large radial velocities, vrad < �67 km s�1. These
are, in fact, classical members of Cep OB1 at �3.6 kpc
(Ruprecht 1966; Humphreys 1978). We have omitted them

from the list in Table C1. Fifteen other stars in the �eld
96�<`<108� and �5�<b<0� have radial velocities vrad <
�50 km s�1; 9 of these are also classical Cep OB1 mem-
bers. Selection of some Cep OB1 members as Cep OB2
members can partly be explained because the associations
have similar projected kinematics: for distant objects, the
observed proper motion is determined by di�erential Ga-
lactic rotation only and is, to �rst order, independent of
distance. However, the radial velocities vary linearly with
distance. Thus, Cep OB1 and Cep OB2 members have
similar proper motions, but di�erent radial velocities. Fur-
thermore, some of the Cep OB1 members have observed
parallaxes which are both consistent with the distance of
Cep OB1 (�0.3 mas) as well as Cep OB2 (�1.8 mas).

The color-magnitude diagram of Cep OB2 (Figure 22)
shows a broad main-sequence, with a number of evolved
stars located at its tip, as expected. The width of the main
sequence, as well as its overall shift towards positive B�V ,
indicates that (foreground) reddening is signi�cant. The
earliest spectral type suggests an age of �5 Myr. A more
accurate age determination will be possible once interme-
diate band photometry is available for all members.

8.3. Cepheus OB3

Blaauw, Hiltner & Johnson (1959) made the �rst detailed
photometric investigation of the association Cep OB3.
They found 40 early-type members at �725 pc. Blaauw
(1964a) found evidence for two subgroups, with ages of
4 and 8 Myr. Several photometric studies (Crawford &
Barnes 1970; Garrison 1970; Jordi, Trullols & Galad��{
Enr��quez 1996) re�ned the Blaauw et al. membership list
and extended it to fainter stars. Garmany (1973) sug-
gested an expansion age of 0.72 Myr, based on the rela-
tive motion of the two subgroups. A detailed summary of
all previous membership studies was given by Jordi et al.
(1996), who obtained ages of 5.5 and 7.5 Myr for the two
subgroups. Simonson & van Someren Greve (1976) found
an expanding HI shell centered on the young subgroup
in Cep OB3, but did not detect signi�cant HI associated
with the older subgroup. Sargent (1977, 1979) found sev-
eral clumps in the Cep OB3 molecular cloud. Some of
these, Cep A and Cep F, show signs of recent star forma-
tion (Hughes 1988). Cep B, the hottest CO component, is
located closest to Cep OB3. The interaction of the early-
type stars and the molecular cloud is clearly visible as the
HII region S155. Elmegreen & Lada (1977) considered
Cep OB3 as one of the examples of sequential star forma-
tion. Panagia & Thum (1981) suggested that the younger
subgroup of Cep OB3 originated from the Cep B/S155
complex. Testi et al. (1995) presented evidence for young
stars embedded in the Cep B cloud.

Seventeen of the 40 Cep OB3 members compiled by
Blaauw et al. are contained in the Hipparcos Catalogue.
Figure 23 shows that there is some evidence for two sub-
groups with a small di�erence in the magnitude of their
mean proper motions. However, our selection procedure is
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Figure 22: Positions and proper motions (left), parallaxes (middle), and color-magnitude diagram, not corrected for reddening

(right), of the Cepheus OB2 members. Filled circles denote members with luminosity classes IV, V and unde�ned. Open circles

denote stars with luminosity classes I, II and III. The �lled square indicates the runaway O star � Cep. The gray circle represents

the Cepheus ring. The approximate position of Cep OB1 is indicated. The 5 open squares denote Cep OB1 members (see x8.2).

unable to identify a moving group in this �eld.

8.4. Cepheus OB4

Cep OB4 was discovered by Blanco & Williams (1959),
who noticed the presence of 16 early-type stars in a small
region, including the cluster Berkeley 59. Cep OB4 is re-
lated to a dense, irregular absorption cloud containing sev-
eral emission regions, including the dense HII region S171
(e.g., Herschel 1833; Lozinskaya, Sitnik & Toropova 1987).
A detailed description of the association and related ob-
jects was given by MacConnell (1968). He identi�ed 42
members earlier than B8 at �845 pc. Furthermore, he
found 11 H� emission-line objects within the dark cloud,
some of which may be T Tauri stars (e.g., Cohen & Kuhi
1976). Based on the absence of supergiants, an earliest
spectral type of O7V, and the gravitational contraction
time of a B8 star, he estimated an age between 0.6 and
6 Myr.

Lozinskaya et al. (1987) found two expanding shells in
Cep OB4: one shell, of radius �0:�7, connects NGC7822
and S171. Most Cep OB4 members are located inside
this shell; their energy input into the interstellar medium
can account for its observed size and expansion velocity of
�10 km s�1. The other shell, of radius �1:�5, is centered
on S171 and has an expansion velocity of �30{40 km s�1;
it may be the result of a supernova explosion or of the
stellar wind of a massive star which so far has escaped

detection.

Only 19 of the 42 classical members of Cep OB4 are
listed in the Hipparcos Catalogue (Figure 24). We suspect
this is caused by a combination of crowding e�ects and the
large extinction towards Cep OB4, AV �

> 3m (MacConnell
1968). Based on their proper motions and parallaxes, three
MacConnell stars (HIP117724, 118192, 118194) are not
associated with Cep OB4. The parallaxes of the other
classical members are consistent with a distance of 800{
1000 pc. Our member selection procedure fails to detect
the association.

8.5. Cepheus OB6

New results: Hoogerwerf et al. (1997) reported the discov-
ery of a new moving group in the Cepheus region, based on
a subset of the Hipparcos Catalogue. Here we use all stars
in the Catalogue in the �eld 100�<`<110�and �4�<b<3�

to examine this moving group in more detail. A poor sam-
pling of this group can be expected as it was not part of
our (or any other) 1982 proposal to the Hipparcos Input
Catalogue (x2.2). We started by applying the Spaghetti
method, and found a signi�cant peak in velocity space
at (U; V;W ) = (�14:00;�28:58;�5:67) km s�1. We then
searched for stars consistent with this velocity and corre-
sponding convergent point, and found 27 co-movers. These
showed a modest central concentration at (`; b)�(104:�0;
�0:�5). We therefore changed the �eld to 100�< ` < 110�
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Figure 25: Left: positions and proper motions (bottom) and parallaxes (top) for the new moving group in Cepheus, which we call

Cepheus OB6. Right: color-magnitude diagram, not corrected for reddening. Open circles denote stars which are kinematically

selected to belong to Cep OB6 but fall outside the area 100�<`<110� and �2�<b<2�. The �lled circles represent 20 members of

Cep OB6. The open diamond denotes � Cep.

and �2�< b < 2� (Figure 25). This resulted in 20 mem-
bers: 6 B, 7 A, 1 F, 2 G, 3 K-type, and 1 star without
spectral classi�cation. Eleven of these have no luminosity
class information, one is a main-sequence star, while the
remaining 8 are classi�ed as giants. The brightest member
is the K1Ibv supergiant � Cep (HIP109492). We expect
only a few interlopers (Table A2). The color-magnitude
diagram is very narrow and strengthens the evidence that
these stars form a moving group. We suspect it is an old
OB association: the earliest spectral type is B5III, sug-
gesting an age of �50 Myr. We provisionally refer to this
group as Cep OB6.

One of the red supergiants in Cep OB6 is HIP110991,
the prototype classical Cepheid � Cep. Its parallax, � =
3:32� 0:58 mas (301+64

�45 pc), is consistent with the mean
distance of Cep OB6 of 270�12 pc. Previous distance
estimates of � Cep agree well with the mean distance of
Cep OB6, e.g., 240�24 pc (Mourard et al. 1997), 2:80 �
0:96 mas (Gatewood, de Jonge & Stephenson 1993),
246�14 pc (Fernley, Skillen & Jameson 1989), and
290�17 pc (Gieren, Barnes & Mo�ett 1993).

8.6. Cygnus OB4

Membership of the association Cyg OB4 was studied by
Morgan et al. (1953), Ruprecht9 (1966) and Humphreys
(1978). All three quote the same distance of 1 kpc, origi-
nally derived by Morgan et al., based on photometric dis-

9Ruprecht's list contains a typographical error: HD201349 should

be HD202349.

tances of 4 luminous members: 3 main sequence stars ear-
lier than B1, and the B9Iab supergiant � Cyg. All 4 stars
are included in the Hipparcos Catalogue and have paral-
laxes of �1 mas, consistent with the distance estimate of
1 kpc. However, Figure 26 shows no evidence of common
motion: the proper motions di�er considerably in mag-
nitude. It also shows that it is impossible to make any
kinematic member selection based on the Hipparcos mea-
surements.

8.7. Cygnus OB7

Based on a survey of bright stars by Hiltner (1956), Schmidt
(1958) put Cyg OB7 on the list of associations, and derived
a distance of 740 pc. Subsequent studies by Schmidt{Kaler
(1961), Ruprecht (1966) and Humphreys (1978) resulted
in a list of 18 stars associated with Cyg OB7, located in a
�eld of 12��14�. The dark cloud Kh141 (Khavtassi 1960),
`the Northern Coalsack', lies in the middle of the Cyg OB7
�eld, at a distance of �400 pc. It contains several T Tauri
stars. Continuum sources seen projected onto the cloud
are most likely HII regions behind the cloud complex (Si-
monson & van Someren Greve 1976).

The Hipparcos parallaxes and proper motions for 17 of
the 18 classical Cyg OB7 members do not show evidence
of common motion (Figure 26). As for Cyg OB4, we do
not detect a moving group. However, the line of sight to-
wards Cygnus runs parallel to the local spiral arm. Some
of the previous claims for OB associations based on large
numbers of supergiants and/or early-type stars in this di-
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Figure 23: Positions and proper motions (bottom) and paral-

laxes (top) of the classical Cepheus OB3 members contained in

the Hipparcos Catalogue (Blaauw et al. 1959). The open circles

show the classical members of the older subgroup of Cep OB3,

and the �lled circles indicate the younger subgroup.

rection, e.g., Cyg OB4 and Cyg OB7, may therefore be
the result of chance projections.

8.8. Scutum OB2

The �rst reference to the association Sct OB2 is by Am-
bartsumian (1949), who estimated a distance of 1250 pc,
and suggested a possible physical connection to the open
cluster NGC6705 (Meurers & Mikulitsch 1968). In his cat-
alog of OB associations, Schmidt (1958) gave a distance of
730 pc. Ruprecht (1966) listed 6 photometric members (cf.
Keller 1970). Humphreys (1978) found another 10 photo-
metric members, and derived a distance of �1000 pc based
on 4 stars. Reichen et al. (1990) found 17 photometric
members, and suggested the presence of two groups: one
at 510 pc (3 stars), the other at 1170 pc (14 stars). Of
the combined list of 29 classical members, 9 are included
in the Hipparcos Catalogue.

Figure 27 shows all O{B5 stars observed by Hipparcos
in the �eld 15�� ` � 30�, �7�� b � 4�. Most stars have
parallaxes � �

< 2 mas; only 3 of the 62 stars have � �

5 mas. No kinematic signature of Sct OB2 is evident.

9. MEAN DISTANCES AND MOTIONS

We postpone a full investigation of the physical properties
of the nearby associations and their members, and the
implications for scenarios for the formation of the Solar
neighbourhood, to a future investigation. Here we limit
ourselves to a derivation of the mean distances and mean
space motions, present an improved map of the nearby
associations (Figure 29), and discuss the kinematics of the
Gould Belt.

Figure 24: Positions and proper motions (left) and parallaxes

(right) of the early-type stars in the Cepheus OB4 region. The

Cep OB4 members as found by MacConnell (1968) are indi-

cated by �lled circles. The three asterisks are MacConnell

members which, based on their proper motion or parallax, do

not belong to Cep OB4. Open circles are the remaining stars

earlier than A0, with � < 5 mas. The gray contours show the

IRAS 60�m ux.

9.1. Mean distances

We have derived the mean distances to all associations and
subgroups for which our kinematic selection method has
identi�ed members in the Hipparcos Catalogue. The mean
distances are derived from the mean parallax of the secure
members, and are corrected for the bias introduced by dis-
carding stars with negative parallaxes in the member selec-
tion (x3.6 and Appendix B). The results are summarized
in Table 2, where we give the mean distance determined
for the early- and late-type members separately (speci�ed
in Table A1), and for the entire set of members. The errors
are derived from the formal errors in the mean parallaxes.
We adopt as the best estimate of the mean distance, un-
derlined in Table 2, the value derived for all members,
except for Vel OB2, Tr 10, Col 121 and Per OB2 for which
we only consider the early-type members. In these groups
the number of selected late-type stars is similar to the ex-
pected number of interlopers.

Figure 28 compares the resulting distances to the dis-
tances in Table 1, which are taken from a variety of sources.
These generally are not the most recent (or best) values,
but are the most widely used, and are mostly based on
early calibrations of MV versus spectral type for upper
main-sequence stars. The open triangles are the Hipparcos
mean distances, uncorrected for the bias described above.
The open circles include this correction, Dsys, which is
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Figure 26: Positions and proper motions (left) and paral-

laxes (right) of the classical Cygnus OB4 (Ruprecht 1966) and

Cygnus OB7 (Schmidt{Kaler 1961; Ruprecht 1966; Humphreys

1978) members (�lled circles). The open circles represent all

stars earlier than B5, with parallaxes � < 4 mas. The dotted

lines indicate the association boundaries given by Ruprecht.

Two of the classical Cyg OB4 members fall outside the �eld.

The lack of stars around (`; b)�(92:�5; 2:�0) is due to the fore-

ground dark cloud Kh141 (see x8.7).

based on our Monte Carlo simulations (x3.6). Dsys is neg-
ligible for the nearest associations, but changes the dis-
tance estimate by �15 per cent for Col 121 and Cep OB2.
With the exception of Lac OB1 (cf. x8.1), the pre- and cor-
rected post-Hipparcos distances are correlated remarkably
tightly, with the latter showing a modest systematic o�set
towards smaller distances. This tight relation is perhaps
surprising at �rst, as in many cases our kinematic mem-
ber selection method has halved the number of classical
members, while at the same time at least tripling the to-
tal number of members. However, the early distance es-
timates were often based on a few of the brightest stars,
and these have in most cases been con�rmed as members.

A small systematic o�set in distance modulus may have
a number of reasons, the improved member lists being one
(especially for the more distant associations). Another
possibility is that the correction for interstellar extinction
is inaccurate, perhaps caused by local variations in the
value of the ratio R of total to selective extinction. We
suspect however that the principle reason for the discrep-
ancies is likely to be found in the calibration of the upper
main sequence, which is based to a large extent on the
bright members of the nearest associations (e.g., Blaauw
1956). Hipparcos parallaxes for individual stars, and for
open clusters, have given similar indications that stars on
the upper main sequence may be a few tenths of a mag-
nitude fainter than assumed previously (cf. Lamers et al.
1997; Mermilliod et al. 1997). This is not surprising, as
the classical calibration is based on a patching together of
the upper main sequences of nearby young groups | in-

Figure 27: Positions and proper motions (bottom) and paral-

laxes (top) of all Hipparcos O{B5 stars (17 O; 45 B0{B5) in

and around the Scutum OB2 �eld. Filled circles denote 9 clas-

sical photometric Sct OB2 members (see x8.8). The large circle

denotes the open cluster NGC6705. The dashed rectangle de-

notes our Sct OB2 �eld. The dotted rectangles refer to the

IAU boundaries of all OB associations in the �eld (Ruprecht

1966): Ser OB1: D = 1:7 kpc, Ser OB2: D = 2:0 kpc, Sct OB3:

D = 1:6 kpc.

cluding many of those studied here. The short lifetimes of
the most massive stars make it likely that the calibration
stars have evolved away from the zero-age main sequence,
so that they are a little brighter than a main-sequence star
of similar spectral type. A more quantitative investigation
of the calibration of the upper main sequence requires ho-
mogeneous spectral types and intermediate band photom-
etry, and is beyond the scope of this paper.

9.2. Mean motions

Table 2 also lists the mean proper motions of the kine-
matically selected nearby OB associations. The means are
based on the individual measurements for all secure mem-
bers, except for Vel OB2, Tr 10, Col 121 and Per OB2,
for which they are based on the early-type members only
(as in x9.1). The errors are the formal errors on the mean.
The Hipparcos Input Catalogue lists radial velocities from
a variety of sources. They are not available for all secure
association members, and we therefore list the median ra-
dial velocity in Table 2, and do not attach an error estimate
to it. The Spaghetti method predicts a mean radial veloc-
ity for each moving group based on the positions, proper
motions and parallaxes of the members (x3.2). The un-
certainties on these predicted values are considerable, and
all we can conclude is that they are consistent with the
measured median values.

We have derived the mean space motions of the nearby
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Table 2. Mean distances and mean motions of the OB associations

Name Dearly�type N Dlate�type N Dall N Dsys h�` cos bi h�bi vrad

Upper Scorpius 144� 3 83 148� 5 37 145� 2 120 0 �24.5�0.1 �8.1�0.1 �4.6
Upper Centaurus Lupus 142� 2 134 137� 3 87 140� 2 221 0 �30.1�0.1 �9.1�0.1 4.9

Lower Centaurus Crux 116� 2 97 120� 2 83 118� 2 180 0 �32.1�0.1 �13.1�0.1 12.0

Vela OB2 410� 12 87 435� 45 6 411� 12 93 20 �10.4�0.1 �1.3�0.1 18.0

Trumpler 10 366� 23 22 558� 238 1 372� 23 23 13 �14.3�0.2 �4.9�0.2 21.0

Collinder 121 592� 28 87 389� 39 16 543� 23 103 74 �5.1�0.1 �1.5�0.1 26.0

Perseus OB2 318� 27 17 282� 21 24 296� 17 41 8 8.4�0.2 �2.3�0.3 20.1

� Persei 185� 5 30 173� 5 49 177� 4 79 1 33.5�0.1 �8.7�0.1 �1.0
Lacerta OB1 364� 22 36 371� 23 60 368� 17 96 14 �2.3�0.1 �3.4�0.1 �13.3
Cepheus OB2 624� 42 54 588� 62 17 615� 35 71 84 �4.1�0.1 �0.5�0.1 �21.4
Cepheus OB6 270� 12 20 4 15.9�0.2 �4.4�0.2 �20.0

Note. | All distances, in pc, include a correction Dsys for systematic e�ects as described in x3.6 and Appendix B.

The �rst column lists the association. The second column contains the mean distance and error on the mean distance of

the early-type members (cf. Table A1), and the third column gives the number of early-type members identi�ed by our

selection procedure. Columns 4{5 and 6{7 give the mean distance and corresponding number of late-type and all (early-

plus late-type) members, respectively. We adopt as the distance D to the associations the underlined distances; default is

the value derived for all members, except for Vel OB2, Tr 10, Col 121 and Per OB2 (x9.1). Column 8 gives the systematic

correction Dsys, in pc, that is included in the underlined distance estimate. Columns 9 and 10 list the average proper

motions in the directions of Galactic longitude and latitude, and the formal errors on the mean in mas yr�1 for all secure

members which were used in the determination of the underlined distances. Column 11 contains the median radial velocity

in km s�1 compiled from the Hipparcos Input Catalogue for the same stars. Due to its large physical size and unknown

orientation, the Cas{Tau association (x7.2) cannot be represented adequately by a single mean distance, proper motion,

and radial velocity, and has hence been excluded from this table.

OB associations in km s�1 from the mean proper mo-
tions, mean distances, and the median radial velocities.
We also determined values for the OB stars in Ori OB1
although we used an ad hoc selection procedure (x6.4).
The Ori OB1 radial velocity of 23:0 km s�1 is taken from
Morrell & Levato (1991), while the mean proper motion
h�` cos bi = 0:8 mas yr�1, h�bi = 0:1 mas yr�1 corresponds
to the mean proper motion in equatorial coordinates as
given in eq. (8). Figure 29 shows the result, after subtrac-
tion of Solar motion (Dehnen & Binney 1998) and di�eren-
tial Galactic rotation (Feast & Whitelock 1997). Some of
the associations in Figure 29 seem to �t a coherent pattern
of expansion and rotation, which is very similar to that de-
rived by Lindblad et al. (1997; their �gure 4) and Torra
et al. (1997) from Hipparcos measurements of OB stars
with ages less than �30 Myr. This large-scale kinematic
feature is known as Gould's Belt, which is the at system
of early-type stars within �500 pc (Gould 1874), associ-
ated with a large structure of interstellar matter, including
reection nebulae, dark clouds, and HI. Its most striking
feature is a tilt of �18�with respect to the Galactic plane.
We refer the reader to P�oppel (1997) for a comprehensive
review of this structure, with emphasis on the role and
characteristics of the interstellar medium.

Following a suggestion by Blaauw (1965), who studied
the mean space motions of the nearby OB associations,
Lindblad (1967) interpreted the observations of the local
HI gas (`feature A') associated with Gould's Belt in terms
of a ballistically expanding ring. Subsequent kinematic
models combined with new observations con�rmed this
picture (e.g., Lindblad et al. 1973; Elmegreen 1982; Olano
1982). However, these models seem inadequate for a de-
scription of the space motions of the clumpy distribution

of early-type stars, as no unique expansion center and/or
expansion age can be de�ned for them (e.g., Blaauw 1965;
Lesh 1968, 1972; Stothers & Frogel 1974; Frogel & Stothers
1977; Westin 1985; Comer�on & Torra 1994). The lack of
a homogeneous set of accurate radial velocities for all lo-
cal early-type stars prevents an optimal exploitation of
the Hipparcos data, and a full kinematic model is not yet
available. Even so, we can use the mean motions of the
OB associations to shed light on the systemic motions in
the Gould Belt.

The associations Sco OB2, Ori OB1, Per OB2, and
Lac OB1 are thought to be components of the Gould Belt

(e.g., Olano 1982). The pattern displayed in Figure 29
seems to be shared by Tr 10, and perhaps also by Vel OB2
and Col 121, suggesting that these may all belong to the
same coherent structure. The new distance of Lac OB1 re-
duces the extent of the Belt in the direction `�90�.
Cep OB2 is not located in the plane of the Belt, and its
motion is parallel to the Galactic plane. We conclude that
it does not seem to belong to the Belt. The Cas{Tau com-
plex which surrounds the � Persei cluster and shares its
motion, as well as Cep OB6, are located inside the main
ring of associations, have a di�erent space motion, and are
both signi�cantly older at �50 Myr.

10. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

10.1. Main conclusions

We have carried out a comprehensive census of the stel-
lar content of the known OB associations within 1 kpc
from the Sun (Table 1), based on the globally accurate
Hipparcos positions, proper motions and parallaxes. We
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Figure 28: Distances D derived from the mean parallax of the

Hipparcos members of the OB associations (Table 2) versus

the classical distances Dclas (Ruprecht 1966; Table 1), open

circles. For three associations Dclas was taken from another

source: Col 121 (Feinstein 1967), Vel OB2 (Brandt et al. 1971)

and Tr 10 (Lyng�a 1959, 1962). The distances D have been

corrected for systematic e�ects due to our selection procedure

and the Hipparcos completeness limit (x3.6 and Appendix B).

The open triangles indicate the distances uncorrected for these

systematic e�ects.

have used a combination of de Bruijne's (1998) refurbished
convergent point method and the `Spaghetti method' of
Hoogerwerf & Aguilar (1998) to search for moving groups
in �elds along the Galactic plane centered on nearby OB
associations. The selection procedure is objective and reli-
able. Monte Carlo simulations provide an estimate of the
expected number of interlopers. The resulting census sig-
ni�cantly improves the description of the ensemble of OB
associations in the Solar neigbourhood.

We have found a clear kinematic signature of a mov-
ing group in twelve cases, all at distances less than 650 pc.
These are the three subgroups Upper Scorpius, Upper Cen-
taurus Lupus, and Lower Centaurus Crux of Sco OB2,
Vel OB2, Tr 10, Col 121, Per OB2, � Persei (Per OB3),
Cas{Tau, Lac OB1, Cep OB2, and a new group in Cepheus,
which we have designated as Cep OB6. Astrometric evi-
dence for moving groups in the �elds of R CrA, CMa OB1,
Mon OB1, Ori OB1, Cam OB1, Cep OB3, Cep OB4,
Cyg OB4, Cyg OB7, and Sct OB2 is inconclusive. Pre-
vious photometric and spectroscopic studies indicate that
many of these are physical groups, but they are either at
distances where the Hipparcos parallaxes are of limited use
and the number of members bright enough to be included
in the Hipparcos Catalogue is small, or they have unfavor-
able kinematics, so that the group proper motion does not
stand out from that of the �eld stars in the Galactic disk
(e.g., Ori OB1).

Our member selection procedure has extended the �rm-

Figure 29: Locations of the kinematically detected OB asso-

ciations projected onto the Galactic plane (right) and a cor-

responding cross section (left) (cf. Figure 1). The gray circles

indicate the physical dimensions as obtained from the angu-

lar dimensions and mean distances, on the same scale. The

lines represent the streaming motions, derived from the average

proper motions, mean distances and median radial velocities of

the secure members, corrected for `standard' Solar motion and

Galactic rotation (see x9.2). The ellipse around the � Per-

sei cluster indicates the Cas{Tau association. The small dots

schematically represent the Olano (1982) model of the Gould

Belt.

ly established kinematic members of the nearby OB asso-
ciations to fainter magnitudes than before. The previously
established member lists for the earliest spectral types
have been corrected and improved, and many members
with later spectral type have been added. These include
evolved giants and supergiants, amongst which the famous
Wolf{Rayet stars 2 Vel (WR11) in Vel OB2 and EZ CMa
(WR6) in Col 121, and � Cep in Cepheus OB6. In some
cases the new members extend well into the regime of the
F dwarfs, which is the range where the stars in these young
groups are expected to be in the �nal pre-main sequence
phase. Our list of astrometric members of Sco OB2 indeed
contains such objects, providing a direct link between the
classical high-mass stellar content, and the lower-mass ob-
jects which are still approaching the main sequence. This
suggests strongly that the mass functions of all OB as-
sociations extend to low masses, so that their individual
total masses are likely to be of order a few thousand M�

or more.

Six of the moving groups we have detected do not ap-
pear in the classical list of nearby OB associations (Ta-
ble 1; Ruprecht 1966). For Upper Centaurus Lupus and
Lower Centaurus Crux this is due to the absence of O
stars. Tr 10 and Col 121 were known as open clusters,
but we have shown that they are in fact extended moving
groups with all the characteristics of unbound OB asso-
ciations. The sparse group of stars previously known as
Vel OB2 has similarly been transformed into a full-edged
association, which is identical to Col 173, and to the young
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stellar group postulated by Sahu (1992) to explain the ob-
served properties of an IRAS shell in this region. Cep OB6
is a serendipitous discovery in our Cep OB2 �eld, and is
an (old) OB association that was completely overlooked.
We have also con�rmed the existence of Cas{Tau, which
was previously considered as a doubtful association, and
shown that it is connected kinematically to the � Persei
cluster. Cas{Tau can be considered as an extended halo
of � Persei, or the cluster as a bound component in the
otherwise unbound complex. It follows that the number
of unbound young stellar groups in the Solar neighbour-
hood may be signi�cantly larger than thought previously,
especially those without bright O and early B-type stars.
Such groups are older than the classical OB associations,
but may well form the missing link between the youngest
groups such as Upper Scorpius and Ori OB1, and the old
dispersed associations like Cas{Tau and Cep OB6.

The measured distances of the associations, based on
the mean Hipparcos parallaxes of the astrometric mem-
bers, and corrected for the known biases (x9.1), are sys-
tematically smaller than the previous photometric deter-
minations. Whereas part of this e�ect must be caused by
the much improved membership lists, especially for the
more distant groups, we suspect that the upper main se-
quence may be a few tenths of a magnitude fainter than
assumed previously.

We have used the mean distances of the 12 moving
groups to obtain an improved map of the Solar neighbour-
hood. Together with the mean proper motions, and the
median radial motion derived from the radial velocities in
the Hipparcos Input Catalogue, this also provides a more
reliable description of the motions in the Gould Belt.

Elmegreen (1993) suggested that fragmentation and
(the �rst generation of recent) star formation in the Solar
neighbourhood was triggered by the passage of the Ca-
rina spiral arm �60 Myr ago, and that Cas{Tau is one
of the associations that formed in this process. The high-
mass stars in Cas{Tau then blew a large bubble which
resulted in Lindblad's ring, i.e., the Gould Belt, out of
which �20 Myr ago the molecular clouds and associations
in Scorpio{Centaurus{Lupus{Crux, Orion, Perseus, and
Lacerta were formed as the second generation. The present
star formation seen in Taurus{Auriga, and in Ophiuchus,
is regarded as the third generation. The results of our
census are in qualitative agreement with this picture. The
traditional boundary between bound open cluster and un-
bound expanding association is maybe not as clear-cut as
is commonly assumed (cf. Elmegreen & Efremov 1998),
and the total amount of mass in the young stellar groups
may have been underestimated. A reassesment of the star
formation history in the Solar neighbourhood is clearly
warranted.

10.2. Future work

The discovery of Cep OB6 in our Cep OB2 �eld suggests
that there might be other previously unidenti�ed nearby

associations. A systematic search in regions of the strip
�30�� b � 30� not covered in the current study, might
reveal such groups. We suspect this will not yield a rich
harvest because the sampling of possible members is likely
to be sparse. Whereas many candidate members of the
known associations were included deliberately in the Hip-
parcos Catalogue, in particular in the magnitude range
where the Catalogue is incomplete, this will generally not
be the case in other areas. We have generally ignored the
known open clusters. Their membership is well-de�ned in
many cases, and is based on relative proper motions from
photographic studies in small �elds. The limit on stellar
number density of about 3 per square degree results in the
Catalogue being signi�cantly incomplete in the areas of
open clusters, even for the brightest members. Even so,
it is interesting to investigate whether extended halos can
be found around other clusters.

We have presented color-magnitude diagrams based on
the V and B�V data reported in the Hipparcos cata-
log, but have not used these data in the member selec-
tion. We have also not discussed the physical parame-
ters of the member stars in detail, mostly because the re-
quired homogeneous multi-color photometry (and spectral
classi�cation) is incomplete (x2.3). Now that the astro-
metric member selection has reduced the number of can-
didates in a given �eld by an order of magnitude, it is
relatively straightforward to obtain the missing photom-
etry, and we are carrying out a program to do so. This
is particularly interesting in Sco OB2, where the faintest
astrometric members can be connected directly to the pop-
ulations of pre-main sequence objects discovered through
X-ray searches. This will provide accurate ages, initial
mass functions (Brown 1998), and the energy and mo-
mentum input into the interstellar medium, and will allow
a detailed investigation of the inuence of the young stel-
lar group on the surrounding distribution of gas and dust
(e.g., de Geus 1992). The Leiden{Dwingeloo HI survey
(Hartmann & Burton 1997) delineates the HI distribution
and kinematics with unprecedented accuracy over the en-
tire sky north of � = �30�. It has already been used to
study the shell around Ori OB1 (Brown et al. 1995). It
will be interesting to look for similar structures around
other nearby associations.

It is highly desirable to complement the uniform as-
trometric measurements provided by Hipparcos with ho-
mogeneous radial velocities with accuracies of �3 km s�1

or better. While this is relatively easy for spectral types
F and later, it is a considerable challenge for earlier spec-
tral types, because of the modest number of suitable spec-
tral lines, the fast stellar rotation, and the large number
of spectroscopic binaries (e.g., Verschueren et al. 1997;
Brown & Verschueren 1997). An unbiased member selec-
tion based only on radial velocities is still impractical, but
measurement of the radial velocity of the proper motion
members identi�ed here is feasible. This will allow removal
of a signi�cant number of remaining interlopers: for a typ-
ical measurement error in radial velocity of 3 km s�1, our
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Monte Carlo simulations (x3.4) suggest that the expected
reduction of the number of interlopers is typically about
a factor of 4. We are in the process of obtaining radial
velocities for this purpose. These will also provide further
information on the distribution of spectroscopic binaries in
these groups. The many new astrometric binaries discov-
ered by Hipparcos are also a source for a follow-up study.

The Hipparcos proper motions have an accuracy of
�1 mas yr�1, which corresponds to �1 km s�1 at the
distance of Sco OB2. It is natural to ask whether the
data can resolve an overall expansion. This has been at-
tempted from the ground for a number of associations, and
has led to the derivation of kinematic ages, de�ned as the
time since the group occupied a minimum volume (e.g.,
Blaauw 1978). However, the relative motion of the Sun
with respect to the association also introduces a virtual
expansion or contraction in the measured proper motions,
and hence unambiguous measurement of internal motions
and expansion ages requires radial velocities for all group
members that are signi�cantly more accurate than the in-
ternal dispersion of the group. Even then, it will not be
easy to de�ne an expansion age (Brown et al. 1997). It fol-
lows that all previously determined kinematic ages should
be considered as provisional.

The Hipparcos parallaxes are not su�ciently accurate
to resolve the internal structure of even the nearest asso-
ciations. This would be interesting, as it might help to
delineate substructure, and hence shed light on the details
of the star formation process throughout an interstellar
cloud. However, it is possible to improve the individual
distance estimates further by using the proper motions
(and radial velocities) of the established members to com-
pute secular parallaxes (e.g., Dravins et al. 1997).

Hipparcos has provided a much improved description
of the ensemble of young stellar groups in the Solar neigh-
bourhood, out to a distance of �650 pc. Like the Hip-
parcos Catalogue, the lists of members given in Table C1
are incomplete beyond V�7:m3, and may have excluded
a few genuine members (including some long-period bina-
ries) that are brighter (x3.5). Our lists extend to V�10:m5,
and include a few pre-main sequence objects in the nearest
groups. It is natural to ask whether the member lists can
be completed, and extended to even fainter stars, by use of
available large-scale ground-based studies which can now
be put on the Hipparcos reference system. Unfortunately,
the space motions of the young groups are not large, and
as a result the proper motions of the group members do
not di�er very much from those of the �eld stars except
in a few cases, such as the � Persei cluster. For exam-
ple, if we degrade the vector point diagram for the Upper
Scorpius �eld (Figure 5) to, e.g., the PPM accuracy of 3{
4 mas yr�1 (R�oser & Bastian 1991; Bastian et al. 1993;
R�oser, Bastian & Kuzmin 1994), the group hardly stands
out. Reliable extension of our lists requires proper motions
with accuracies of order 2 mas yr�1 or better. These are
provided by the ACT Catalog (Urban, Corbin & Wyco�
1998) and the TRC Catalogue (H�g et al. 1998), through

a combination of the positions in the Astrographic Cata-
log with the Tycho positions to V�11m. The individual
stellar positions in these two catalogs have modest accu-
racy, but the �80 yr epoch di�erence results in quite ac-
curate proper motions. The �rst installment of the ACT
and TRC catalogs both contain about 1 million measure-
ments. The completion of the second edition of the Tycho
Catalogue (see H�g 1997) will provide proper motions of
similar quality for about 2.5 million objects to V�12m.
The ACT/TRC will also allow us to investigate the astro-
metric membership for those long-period binaries for which
the Hipparcos measurements are suspect (x3.5). However,
the 1 mas accuracy parallaxes obtained by Hipparcos play
a crucial role in culling interlopers from the membership
lists (Figure 4). With few exceptions, such parallaxes are
not available for fainter association members. A complete
study of all OB associations in the Solar neighbourhood
(extent, distance, structure, kinematics) has to await the
future GAIA space astrometry mission (e.g., Perryman,
Lindegren & Turon 1997; Gilmore et al. 1998).
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A. RECIPE FOR MEMBERSHIP DETERMINATION

Here we specify the parameters of our astrometric mem-
ber selection procedure for a moving group, following the
principles set out in xx3.1{3.3. Table A1 lists the values
for these parameters for the 12 associations and subgroups
which we have identi�ed in the Hipparcos Catalogue (xx4{
8).

First, we �x the parameters Dguess, Drange, �int, �min,
tmin and Smin. Here Dguess is the initial guess for the
mean distance (in pc) of the association, and Drange de-
notes the range in distance (in pc) over which we expect
to �nd association members (x3.2). The default value for
Drange is 100 pc. If the association was detected by de
Zeeuw et al. (1997), this distance is taken as the initial
guess; otherwise, Dguess is taken from de Zeeuw et al.
(1994). The quantity �int is the internal velocity disper-
sion in the association (one-dimensional, in km s�1). We
choose �int = 3:0 km s�1 (cf. Mathieu 1986; Tian et al.
1996; x3.3). The quantity �min is the stop criterion for the
convergent point method, as de�ned by de Bruijne (1998);
it sets an acceptable value of �2 (x3.1) by requiring that
� � �min, where

�=
1

�(N
2
�1)

Z
1

�2
x
N

2
�2e�x dx: (9)

We set �min equal to 0.954, based on a Monte Carlo analy-
sis (de Bruijne 1998). The parameter tmin is the minimum
ratio of total proper motion and related 1� error required
for a star to enter the convergent point method (eq. 1).
Finally, the quantity Smin is the Spaghetti method mem-
bership criterion limit for a star to be selected as member
(x3.2); it was �xed at Smin = 0:1 based on a Monte Carlo
analysis (Hoogerwerf & Aguilar 1998).

Before starting the member selection, we discard all
stars which do not satisfy (�� cos �)min � �� cos � �

(�� cos �)max and ��;min � �� � ��;max. We also check the
quality of the astrometric parameters: stars with 15 per
cent or more rejected data, or a goodness-of-�t indica-
tor larger than 3.0 (�elds H29 and H30 in the Hipparcos
Catalogue, respectively), are discarded. Typically, this ex-
cludes less than 0.5 per cent of the total sample. We then
apply the convergent point and Spaghetti method indepen-
dently to a sample of early-type stars, e.g., all OB stars
(see Table A1 for the precise de�nition of `early-type').
The results of the two methods are combined by inter-
secting the individual membership lists. Next, we con-
sider the vector point diagram for all stars in the inter-
section. This vector point diagram contains association
members as well as a small number of �eld stars. These
�eld stars have astrometric properties which make them
indistinguishable from the association members. How-
ever, the association members generally de�ne a clear con-
centration in this diagram whereas the �eld stars have a
much broader distribution. In order to remove as many
�eld stars as possible while, at the same time, rejecting as
few as possible genuine members, we de�ne a lower and

upper cuto� in � �
p
�2` cos

2 b+ �2b , �min and �max, re-
spectively, such that the range �min � � � �max mainly
corresponds to the association members. We construct
the resulting parallax distributions to make sure that our
proper motion cuto�s e�ciently separate the foreground
and background stars from the association members. We
then de�ne as secure members all stars in the intersec-
tion of the individual membership lists which lie within
the range �min � � � �max.

The convergent point and Spaghetti method are then
applied to the secure early-type members to determine
their convergent point and space motion, respectively. This
convergent point is used to de�ne the membership prob-
ability, P = pcp, for each star (cf. x3.1). We then �x
the convergent point and space motion to those of the se-
cure early-type members and apply both methods to the
remaining (late-type) stars in the �eld to search for `co-
moving members'. The individual membership lists are
again intersected. Using the same proper motion cuto�s
as for the early-type members, we de�ne the secure late-
type members and their membership probabilities.

Given the �nal list of all secure members we determine
the association distance D and the related value for the
systematic underestimate Dsys � 0 (x3.6). If the corrected
distanceDcor � D+Dsys deviates more than 25 per cent of
the value of Dguess, we repeat the whole member selection
process starting with Dguess = Dcor. This turned out to
be required only in the case of Cep OB2 (x8.2), where we
replaced the initial Dguess = 559 pc by Dguess = 657 pc.

Table A1 also gives the convergent points and space
velocities found by the convergent point and Spaghetti
method, respectively. These values must be interpreted
with great care. Most importantly, the convergent point
and space motion may contain an unknown component due
to expansion or contraction of the association (cf. x3.7).
Furthermore, the uncertainty of the space motion in the
line-of-sight direction is large, and can be up to several
tens of km s�1; compare the large di�erence in the V -
component of the space motion of � Persei and Cep OB6
(Table A1) with their similar mean motion displayed in
Figure 29 (x9.2). Moreover, the space motions are biased
due to the use of the parallax in the calculation of the tan-
gential velocity (Hoogerwerf & Aguilar 1998). The typi-
cal uncertainty in the convergent points is several degrees
along the great circle connecting the convergent point with
the association, and much smaller, less than a degree, in
the perpendicular direction (de Bruijne 1998).

Our procedure to estimate the expected number of in-
terlopers in the list of association members produced by
the above selection method is described in detail in x3.4.
Table A2 summarizes the results as a function of spectral
type, for the 12 �elds where the Hipparcos measurements
allow identi�cation of a moving group.
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Table A1. Selection parameters

US UCL LCC Vel OB2 Tr 10 Col 121 Per OB2 � Persei Cas{Tau Lac OB1 Cep OB2 Cep OB6

lmin 343 312? 285 255 255 228 145 140 118 90 96 100
lmax 360 343 312 270 270 244 170 165 220 110 108 110
bmin 10 0 �10 �15 �2 �15 �27 �17 �45 �25 �5 �2
bmax 30 25 21 �2 4 �2 �13 3 12 �5 14 2

N 945 3132 3897 874 392 840 876 1588 2348 1436 923 181

(�� cos �)min �1500 �500 �1500 �1500 �1500 �1500 �1500 �1500 �1500 �15 �100 �1500
(�� cos �)max 1500 500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 15 100 1500
��;min �1500 �500 �1500 �1500 �1500 �1500 �40?? �1500 �1500 �15 �100 �1500
��;max 1500 500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 15 100 1500

early-type O{A O{A O{A O{A O{B O{B O{B O{B O{B O{B O{B O{R
late-type F{R F{R F{R F{R A{R A{R A{R A{R A{R A{R

Dguess 145 140 118 415 362 546 310 176 140 373 657 243
tmin 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 3.0
�min 0 22 25 8 13 0 0 30 0 2 0 10
�max 37 45 45 14 18 7 15 40 1000 7 7 25

`cp 270 249 234 152 251 198 297 207 244 300 346 244
bcp -16 -15 -19 -4 -4 -17 1 -16 -13 -14 -7 -10
U -1 -9 -12 -16 -24 -13 1 -11 -13 5 7 -14
V -16 -17 -13 6 -24 -4 -11 -26 -20 -7 2 -29
W -5 -6 -7 -1 -8 -4 -1 -7 -6 -4 -1 -6

Note. | Input parameters for the member selection of the nearby OB associations based on Hipparcos data, and resulting convergent

points and space motions. We consider all N stars in the �eld de�ned by the boundaries `min, `max, bmin, and bmax, units in degrees,

as candidate members. We exclude stars which do not satisfy proper motion criteria set by (�� cos �)min, (�� cos �)max, ��;min, and

��;max, units in mas yr�1. The convergent point method excludes all stars with insigni�cant proper motions: t � tmin (eqs 1 and

5). We �rst apply our procedure to the `early-type' stars, and use Dguess, in pc, as initial guess for the distance of the group. This

gives a convergent point (`; b)cp, in degrees, and space motion (U; V;W ), in km s�1 (see Appendix A for details). We then search for

`late-type' comoving members. We accept as members all stars with �min � � (mas yr�1) � �max.
?The UCL �eld is not rectangular:

it includes the small extension 343�<`�350� and 0��b�10� (Figure 9). ??Limit set in order to exclude the Pleiades.

B. MEAN DISTANCES

The conversion from parallax to distance introduces a bias
in the distance (Smith & Eichhorn 1996; Brown et al.
1997b). Consider a sphere of radius R with its center at a
distance D0 (R < D0), with a homogeneous distribution
of stars. An observer who measures distances D to the
individual stars in the group will derive a number density
as a function of distance, F (D) dD, with

F (D) =
3D2

2R3

�
1�

D2
0 +D2

�R2

2D0D

�
: (10)

The mean distance hDi of the group, computed by inte-
grating DF (D) dD, then is

hDi = D0

�
1 +

1

5

R2

D2
0

�
: (11)

Thus, the mean of the individual distances is an overesti-
mate of the true mean distance D0, and it depends on the
angular size of the group.

The number density distribution as a function of par-
allax, F ?(�) d�, is given by

F ?(�) =
1

�2
F (

1

�
) =

3

2R3

� 1

�4
�

1

2D0�5
+
R2

�D2
0

2D0�3

�
; (12)

and the mean parallax h�i is

h�i =
1

D0

: (13)

The errors in the Hipparcos parallaxes are distributed as
a Gaussian. As this is a symmetric function, convolution
of the parallax distribution, and then computing the mean
parallax of the group, again produces 1=D0. It follows that
the mean parallax of a spherical homogeneous group is an
unbiased estimator of the mean distance of the group. Any
spherically symmetric density distribution can be written
as the sum of homogeneous spheres with di�erent radii.
The inverse of the mean parallax therefore is an unbiased
estimator of the distance for all spherical star clusters.

The OB associations studied in this paper are gravita-
tionally unbound, and not likely to be exactly spherical.
We have computed the observed mean parallax for ellip-
soidally strati�ed groups, as a function of viewing angle,
and �nd that in this case there is a small bias in the mean
parallax. However, to an accuracy of about 1 per cent, the
corresponding mean distance is equal to the true distance
for realistic shapes and for all viewing angles. We conclude
that the inverse of the mean parallax is an essentially un-
biased estimator of the distance to the associations.

The calculation of mean distances for open clusters
based on Hipparcos data must be done with care, as it
needs to take into account the correlated measurements
for stars located in a small area. This can be achieved
by using Hipparcos intermediate data. Mermilliod et al.
(1997) have done so, and �nd a distance of 184.2�7.5 pc for
32 members of the � Persei cluster, which is the highest-
density group investigated in our census. Our method
yields the same distance for the early-type stars, which
gives con�dence that the distances of the low-density as-
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Table A2. Interloper analysis

SP US UCL LCC Vel OB2 Tr 10 Col 121 Per OB2 � Persei Cas{Tau Lac OB1 Cep OB2 Cep OB6

O+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
O� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
OV � 4 20 0 29 20 0 33 30 50 25 14

B+ 4 5 6 9 12 14 5 7 9 30 34 39 3 4 5 27 29 34 1 2 5 1 2 3 48 52 57 8 11 13 13 16 19 0 0 1
B� 0 1 2 3 5 6 3 4 5 19 22 26 1 2 3 14 17 20 1 1 2 0 0 1 43 46 51 4 6 8 8 10 12 0 0 1
BV 62 47 49 66 58 47 29 33 26 22 26 21

A+ 4 6 8 13 15 19 9 11 14 4 6 7 0 1 2 3 5 6 9 11 13 4 5 7 21 24 27 9 11 13 0 1 2
A� 1 2 5 9 10 13 6 8 10 4 6 8 0 0 1 3 4 5 8 10 13 3 4 5 18 21 24 8 11 13 0 0 1
AV 49 60 53 70 51 51 9 9 5 3 2

F+ 5 6 8 14 17 20 10 12 14 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
F� 4 5 7 13 15 17 7 9 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
FV 82 72 61 63 79 66 14 13 6 9 17

G+ 1 2 3 5 6 8 2 3 4 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
G� 1 2 3 5 6 8 2 3 4 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
GV 61 47 38 35 40 39 5 8 0 5 16

K+ 1 2 3 2 4 5 1 2 3 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 3 0 1 1 2 3 4 1 1 2 0 0 0
K� 1 1 2 2 4 5 1 2 3 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 3 0 1 2 2 3 4 1 1 2 0 0 0
KV 13 10 8 7 6 4 2 3 1 1 14

M+ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
M� 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
MV 0 6 3 3 11 26 0 3 4 9 50

R+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0

T+ 19 22 26 51 55 60 32 36 40 40 43 48 4 6 7 33 37 41 15 18 21 9 12 14 48 53 58 37 40 44 28 31 34 1 2 4
T� 10 14 17 36 40 46 22 27 30 28 32 36 2 4 5 19 22 26 13 15 19 7 9 11 43 46 52 27 31 35 21 24 29 1 1 2
TV 54 45 39 45 42 40 9 12 26 6 10 13

Note. | Expected number of �eld stars in the membership lists of the nearby OB associations, as a function of spectral type SP

(`R' indicates remainder, `T' indicates total). The interquartile range and the median are given, based on 100 Monte Carlo realisations

of the Galactic �eld star distribution. The symbol `+' refers to the results of the analysis in which the members of the associations

were retained; the symbol `�' refers to the situation in which the members were removed beforehand. The lines labeled `V' give the

percentage of stars which are explicitly classi�ed as main sequence stars (luminosity class V) in the Hipparcos Catalogue. Severe

observational selection e�ects are present in the latter numbers for the northern associations. See x3.4 for more details. We only

consider OB stars for the Cas{Tau association (x7.2).

sociations obtained in this paper are unbiased. This agrees
with the conclusions of, e.g., Lindegren (1989) and Pinson-
neault et al. (1998).

C. MEMBERSHIP LISTS

Rather than give lengthy lists with properties of the se-
lected member stars, and cross references to the di�erent
numbering systems used in previous studies, we simply
tabulate in Table C1 the entry numbers in the Hipparcos
Catalogue for all secure members found by our selection
procedure, together with the membership probability de-
�ned in eq. (6). All other properties, including HR and
HD numbers, as well as spectral types, V and B�V pho-
tometry, and indication of multiplicity, can be found in
the Hipparcos Catalogue. Radial velocities can be found
in the Hipparcos Input Catalogue, or in SIMBAD.

Many classical proper motion members of the nearby
associations are not con�rmed by our selection procedure,
and hence do not appear in Table C1. However, as de-
scribed in x3.5, some of these `rejects' are in fact long-
period binaries, for which the Hipparcos measurements do
not necessarily reect the mean space motion but rather an
instantaneous orbital motion. The ground-based proper
motions used in the classical studies generally are based
on a much longer timespan. It is likely that a signi�cant

number of these astrometric binaries are in fact members.
They are identi�ed in the main text in xx4{8.

Figure C1 illustrates the cumulative membership prob-
abilities for all secure members. In general, �45{65 per
cent of all members have membership probabilities P �

90 per cent, while �10{15 per cent have P � 99:7 per
cent. The median membership probabilities for � Persei
and Cep OB6 are higher than for the other associations,
but the small number of Cep OB6 members (20 stars)
combined with the special member selection for this case
(x8.5) call for caution.
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Figure 30: Cumulative membership probability distributions

of the secure members of the associations listed in Table C1.
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Table C1. Membership lists

HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P

Upper Scorpius 120: 0 O, 49 B, 34 A, 22 F, 9 G, 4 K, 2 M, 0 R

76071 83 77911 80 78702 92 79156 100 79739 99 80130 53 80799 91 78977 98 79644 98 82319 56
76310 61 77939 97 78809 88 79250 70 79771 100 80196 96 81266 98 79054 95 79910 98 82534 96
76503 96 77960 84 78820 57 79366 98 79785 88 80238 99 81474 76 79083 92 79977 100 83456 67
76633 75 78099 99 78847 96 79374 90 79860 93 80311 86 81624 98 79097 95 80320 77 83542 61
77457 84 78104 89 78877 81 79392 95 79878 100 80324 92 82397 94 79247 100 80535 100
77545 94 78168 97 78933 98 79404 99 79897 100 80338 99 79252 75 80586 92
77635 99 78196 80 78956 99 79410 96 79987 90 80371 61 75916 75 79258 95 80763 100
77815 90 78207 74 78963 61 79439 67 80019 91 80425 93 77813 91 79288 100 80896 65
77840 96 78246 99 78968 75 79476 80 80024 96 80461 99 78233 100 79369 94 81392 100
77858 99 78265 98 78996 88 79530 98 80059 86 80473 53 78271 92 79462 90 81455 80
77859 99 78494 98 79031 92 79599 91 80088 99 80474 79 78483 99 79596 99 81851 100
77900 100 78530 99 79098 90 79622 99 80112 94 80493 76 78581 54 79606 84 82140 100
77909 99 78549 100 79124 79 79733 79 80126 100 80569 67 78663 97 79643 87 82218 90

Upper Centaurus Lupus 221: 0 O, 66 B, 68 A, 55 F, 25 G, 6 K, 1 M, 0 R

66447 98 70441 100 72627 100 74657 100 76945 97 79631 100 67970 100 73742 77 76472 99 79610 87
66722 100 70455 100 72630 76 74752 100 77086 83 80142 100 68328 73 73777 99 76501 92 79673 85
66908 98 70626 74 72683 97 74797 78 77150 97 80208 88 68335 90 73783 95 76875 89 79710 100
67464 99 70690 94 72800 87 74950 99 77286 99 80390 83 68726 91 74177 100 77015 90 79742 100
67472 97 70697 100 72940 94 74985 91 77295 100 80591 99 69291 99 74224 60 77038 83 79908 78
67973 98 70809 100 72984 95 75056 98 77315 79 80897 55 69327 96 74499 91 77081 91 80636 98
68080 99 70904 98 73145 95 75077 97 77317 96 81136 90 69395 100 74501 63 77135 97 80663 98
68245 98 70918 100 73147 83 75141 99 77388 55 81316 99 69720 87 74688 94 77144 86 80921 100
68282 100 70998 89 73266 92 75151 100 77523 94 81472 97 70350 94 74772 97 77157 99 81380 84
68532 88 71140 97 73334 94 75210 99 77968 67 81751 100 70376 85 74865 87 77432 77 81447 98
68722 73 71271 90 73341 98 75264 84 78150 94 81914 99 70558 96 74959 87 77502 100 81775 68
68781 98 71321 98 73393 99 75304 100 78324 89 81949 97 70689 99 75367 55 77520 94 82135 60
68862 96 71453 100 73559 60 75476 100 78384 97 81972 98 70833 68 75459 51 77524 55 82569 100
68867 96 71498 98 73807 83 75509 100 78533 75 82154 98 70919 68 75480 87 77656 87 82747 57
68958 91 71536 84 73913 89 75647 95 78541 41 82430 90 71023 93 75491 100 77713 68 83159 77
69113 96 71708 97 73937 92 75915 99 78641 89 82545 93 71178 99 75683 100 77780 80
69302 83 71724 81 73990 84 75957 99 78655 99 82560 98 71767 86 75824 67 78043 94
69605 100 71727 93 74066 97 76001 86 78754 67 83457 96 72033 95 75891 95 78133 100
69618 85 71860 80 74100 97 76048 93 78756 93 83693 92 72070 89 75924 90 78432 88
69749 98 71865 98 74104 98 76297 83 78853 72 72099 99 75933 66 78555 88
69845 99 72140 69 74117 60 76371 80 78918 77 67497 100 72164 97 76084 72 78684 92
70149 98 72192 76 74449 99 76395 97 79044 92 67522 100 73666 97 76197 85 78881 80
70300 100 72584 88 74479 88 76600 95 79400 99 67957 97 73667 90 76457 96 79516 100

Lower Centaurus Crux 180: 0 O, 42 B, 55 A, 61 F, 15 G, 6 K, 1 M, 0 R

50083 98 57809 100 60084 95 62179 100 64892 99 67260 100 59084 54 61087 94 63527 91 65891 70
50520 84 57851 90 60183 96 62205 96 64925 100 67919 72 59481 99 61241 85 63797 87 66001 92
50847 68 58416 99 60320 95 62322 91 64933 90 59603 99 61248 80 63836 100 66285 60
51991 90 58452 99 60379 96 62327 96 65021 87 55334 89 59693 93 62032 87 63847 78 66782 100
52357 83 58465 100 60561 92 62703 100 65089 95 56227 88 59716 94 62056 81 63886 98 66941 98
53524 41 58680 95 60577 98 63003 99 65112 100 56420 99 59764 97 62134 92 63962 93 67003 92
53701 99 58720 94 60710 98 63005 90 65178 98 56673 96 59781 98 62171 96 63975 99 67068 88
54231 95 58859 93 60823 100 63007 98 65219 96 56814 93 59854 99 62427 78 64044 88 67230 97
55188 98 58884 99 60851 93 63204 100 65271 87 57524 92 59960 98 62428 98 64184 99 67428 95
55425 96 59173 100 61257 97 63210 98 65394 100 57595 99 60205 100 62431 84 64216 75 68534 90
55899 97 59282 97 61265 98 63236 98 65426 100 57950 93 60245 96 62445 76 64316 90
56354 99 59397 99 61585 95 63839 94 65822 100 58075 100 60348 96 62657 99 64322 100
56379 100 59413 97 61639 100 63945 100 65965 92 58146 100 60459 89 62674 100 64877 90
56543 76 59502 93 61684 97 64004 99 66068 100 58167 100 60513 76 62677 86 64995 100
56561 73 59505 99 61782 94 64053 94 66454 95 58220 93 60567 93 63022 92 65136 99
56963 89 59724 95 61796 80 64320 100 66566 100 58528 100 60885 75 63041 85 65423 88
56993 99 59747 98 62002 99 64425 82 66651 91 58899 96 60913 97 63272 97 65517 91
57238 69 59898 97 62026 86 64515 100 67036 100 58921 100 61049 99 63435 70 65617 92
57710 85 60009 89 62058 100 64661 62 67199 93 58996 99 61086 92 63439 97 65875 96

Vel OB2 93: 1 O, 81 B, 5 A, 0 F, 3 G, 3 K, 0 M, 0 R

35832 93 37926 76 38795 86 39182 97 39623 96 39974 58 40594 98 41442 100 42036 99 39493 90
35970 64 37953 99 38816 96 39185 64 39691 91 39981 81 40600 99 41486 99 42069 83 39754 98
36219 99 38020 55 38879 67 39231 90 39694 90 40109 96 40662 99 41498 92 42073 69 39979 92
36299 99 38133 69 38936 100 39246 57 39717 85 40183 62 40921 90 41559 93 42154 100 42340 62
36856 83 38290 91 38957 58 39349 44 39810 84 40357 100 41039 99 41601 100 42698 100
37008 83 38370 96 39054 95 39371 85 39845 80 40389 83 41052 92 41616 75 43011 71
37318 99 38425 98 39084 73 39431 84 39861 39 40397 83 41186 100 41621 91 43057 97
37577 55 38438 91 39107 100 39573 44 39873 100 40515 71 41249 64 41668 48
37637 99 38510 94 39142 100 39576 92 39953 61 40574 71 41295 75 41828 88 38152 77
37663 63 38584 69 39162 56 39584 89 39970 77 40586 97 41332 92 42007 93 38400 94

Note. | Identi�cation of Hipparcos members of the OB associations studied in the main text. The odd columns list the Hipparcos

numbers of the members, and the even columns give the associated membership probability P (in per cent). For each association the

total number of members as well as the distribution over spectral types is given in the �rst line. Wolf{Rayet stars have been counted

as O stars. The early-type members (see Table A1) are listed �rst, and are separated from the later types by a blank entry.
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Table C1. Continued

HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P HIP P

Trumpler 10 23: 0 O, 22 B, 1 A, 0 F, 0 G, 0 K, 0 M, 0 R

42295 88 42559 10 43055 96 43182 94 43326 99 43536 78 44019 33 44996 62
42398 84 42653 100 43059 22 43240 100 43450 93 43807 100 44034 95
42477 100 42685 80 43085 99 43285 96 43520 84 43987 90 44598 100 44631 98

Collinder 121 103: 2 O, 85 B, 8 A, 1 F, 1 G, 3 K, 3 M, 0 R

31125 64 33062 93 33316 96 33686 99 34041 91 34412 79 35168 96 35996 99 31919 91 35746 78
31436 98 33070 96 33343 79 33695 88 34067 94 34579 82 35267 97 36009 56 31935 59 35940 96
31901 64 33083 81 33414 67 33721 74 34074 70 34784 81 35316 57 36222 85 32335 89 36267 90
31959 98 33092 78 33447 67 33769 91 34097 86 34898 96 35329 62 36293 99 33152 90 36929 88
32084 61 33165 100 33522 77 33770 98 34153 93 34937 60 35342 99 36605 94 33504 97 36987 93
32101 100 33200 67 33523 90 33804 96 34167 91 34940 100 35412 100 36646 76 33511 84
32292 86 33208 100 33532 86 33814 85 34219 92 34954 98 35413 100 36707 93 33610 82
32591 52 33211 74 33611 59 33846 100 34227 62 34968 93 35421 100 36944 92 34161 60
32823 74 33260 97 33621 100 33865 99 34281 100 35026 87 35453 81 36972 88 34444 98
32911 85 33276 49 33666 58 33888 72 34303 69 35051 61 35887 76 37025 81 34483 66
33007 82 33294 76 33673 91 33975 70 34331 99 35110 65 35920 88 35289 99

Per OB2 41: 0 O, 17 B, 16 A, 2 F, 2 G, 3 K, 1 M, 0 R

14552 94 17561 100 18081 87 19201 100 14458 77 16164 100 17474 94 18392 97 19240 94
14713 83 17698 95 18111 94 19659 100 14824 69 16705 84 17498 83 18397 94 20324 100
15895 90 17735 88 18246 84 14869 64 16784 100 17596 64 18578 94
15984 85 17845 78 19039 98 14145 100 15601 89 17113 91 18258 88 18610 83
17313 95 17998 91 19178 64 14207 66 15696 91 17172 86 18330 99 18886 93

� Persei (Per OB3) 79: 0 O, 30 B, 33 A, 12 F, 2 G, 2 K, 0 M, 0 R

14566 92 15531 100 16118 98 16450 71 13409 88 15160 74 15821 62 16318 94 16995 100 18716 96
14845 93 15556 95 16137 99 16470 84 13488 100 15363 96 15863 97 16403 99 17254 61 18808 56
14980 100 15770 94 16147 97 16782 99 13820 97 15388 98 15878 97 16426 93 17549 96 19563 99
15040 100 15819 93 16210 98 16826 98 14661 99 15420 98 15898 99 16452 100 17577 100 19648 98
15259 100 15988 98 16244 87 17548 89 14697 85 15499 97 15911 92 16455 83 18037 92 19686 85
15338 90 16011 99 16252 85 19343 98 14853 100 15505 94 16036 99 16574 93 18161 100 20403 60
15404 99 16047 99 16340 99 14923 85 15654 96 16211 99 16966 99 18214 68 21111 96
15444 98 16079 98 16430 89 13155 99 14949 97 15814 98 16258 92 16972 99 18640 98 21376 86

Cas{Tau (OB stars only) 83: 0 O, 83 B

1921 100 5566 51 8704 98 12453 99 15531 98 19466 82 21135 100 23130 98 25657 97 30180 95
2377 100 5813 97 8886 93 12477 100 15627 100 19720 73 21177 100 23745 90 25695 84 31278 98
2474 98 6480 99 9656 100 13003 74 17563 80 19860 96 21192 97 23767 99 26034 100
2505 80 7457 98 9890 98 13124 93 17681 98 20063 100 21640 86 24740 80 26640 94
2647 97 7988 88 10924 99 13327 86 17707 93 20171 97 21973 81 24836 99 27421 87
2866 97 8068 100 10944 89 13330 100 17907 95 20229 96 22034 97 25157 58 27723 100
3504 99 8108 100 10974 95 14887 100 18033 100 20354 100 22109 73 25499 97 27746 93
4437 99 8387 54 11295 99 15065 75 18067 97 20424 96 22128 100 25555 62 27962 62
5062 100 8551 100 12218 100 15520 87 18190 98 20884 94 22415 100 25561 99 29038 100

Lac OB1 96: 1 O, 35 B, 46 A, 1 F, 0 G, 8 K, 3 M, 2 R

108508 79 111308 99 112144 97 113469 76 110033 72 111055 62 111916 85 113145 60 114134 77 116088 65
109082 93 111337 90 112148 47 113835 55 110373 80 111207 71 112016 95 113187 64 114153 99 116135 64
110476 92 111429 99 112167 82 114097 99 110448 71 111292 57 112017 99 113188 73 114441 94 116411 69
110790 100 111491 98 112293 91 114106 74 110473 92 111329 87 112182 99 113208 97 114554 60 116457 67
110835 99 111546 85 112906 93 115067 72 110664 87 111340 98 112212 94 113237 100 114593 96 116522 89
110849 98 111576 79 113003 96 115334 96 110700 94 111375 87 112213 70 113288 97 114625 76 116540 80
110953 91 111589 99 113110 94 110804 78 111552 100 112639 89 113411 91 114642 95 116681 84
111080 78 111683 99 113226 100 106656 64 110929 85 111591 99 112700 85 113474 97 114890 97
111104 81 111841 97 113281 95 108841 97 111022 100 111762 100 112710 91 113731 82 114909 72
111139 82 112031 100 113371 86 108933 100 111038 90 111814 60 112805 100 113950 99 115441 94

Cep OB2 71: 1 O, 53 B, 10 A, 4 F, 0 G, 2 K, 1 M, 0 R

102771 92 105925 94 106801 86 107316 97 108073 70 109687 82 110200 96 103539 60 108427 75
104021 85 106059 66 106843 46 107374 99 108372 54 109701 97 110441 90 104515 81 108603 100
104605 94 106202 93 106896 90 107480 100 108605 78 109803 91 111089 95 104775 70 109393 98
105091 87 106210 83 106937 68 107733 68 108902 78 110025 76 111785 75 106022 96 109451 98
105222 96 106227 66 106956 100 107777 68 109130 76 110026 85 112558 88 106874 85 109586 93
105545 100 106265 82 107164 48 107961 94 109253 82 110090 51 113908 73 107418 71 109798 100
105621 77 106349 99 107209 55 107984 81 109416 95 110125 75 107755 97 111972 87
105699 99 106689 82 107276 99 108054 98 109603 76 110186 99 103385 81 108096 98 112430 99

Cep OB6 20: 0 O, 6 B, 7 A, 1 F, 2 G, 3 K, 0 M, 1 R

109426 94 110266 96 110356 100 110497 98 110807 92 110988 100 111060 100 112141 89 112998 98 113316 99
109492 97 110275 89 110459 100 110648 84 110925 86 110991 89 111069 79 112473 97 113255 99 113993 79


